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ABSTRACT
This research study reports the content of individual chlorogenic acids and caffeine in 
commercial grades of Indian wet-, dry- and monsoon- processed Arabica and Robusta 
coffees. It also reports on the composition of roasted coffee beans as obtained by 
reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A partial study 
involved roast and beverage quality of a series of roasted coffees of the above, 
covering the lightest and darkest roasts up to the burnt, especially in the case of dry- 
and wet- processed Arabica and Robusta coffee. Significant differences with reference 
to individual chlorogenic acids (CGA), its isomers, sub groups, and the total CGA 
contents were observed between wet-, dry- and monsoon- processed coffee beans of 
different main grades, immature and mature dry processed Robusta AB (flat beans) 
grade green coffee.
Monsooned Arabica and Robusta coffees were characterised by significantly higher 
contents of caffeic acids and had higher total CGA contents than wet- and dry- 
processed coffees.
In the case of wet- and dry- processed Arabica coffee, CGA content steadily decreased 
during the initial phase, followed by a rapid decrease at extreme degrees of roasting.
An apparent increase in 3-CQA and 4-CQA isomers as 5-CQA and di-CQA content
is Hit'
decreases/due tc/pyrolytic effect on 5-CQA and di-CQA. There is a rapid decrease in 
all CGA isomers at the darker degree of roast.
There is a proportionate increase in feruloylquinic acid (FQA) content from light- 
medium and medium-dark roasted Arabica and Robusta coffees. From this 
investigation, it is evident that about 50 percent of CQA and di-CQA content
am
disappeared at a certain degree of roast and/apparent increase in FQA content which 
may correlate with the roast and beverage quality in both these coffees.
There is a considerably higher content of chlorogenic acids and caffeic acid in both 
monsooned coffees than in wet- and dry- processed. This may be correlated with fully
matured coffee beans of dry and monsooning processes. It has also been observed that 
CGA content rapidly disappears at shorter degree of roasting times in both monsooned 
Arabica and Robusta coffees. FQA content increases at 5 to 6 minutes roasting time 
and there is a rapid moisture and roasting loss. This is required for medium to standard 
roasting of monsooned coffees.
The kinetics of chlorogenic acids degradation in different processed Indian Arabica and 
Robusta coffees during roasting have been studied. The rate of degradation of CQA, 
di-CQA and FQA sub groups and total CGA content have been reported during 
roasting.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Brief History of Coffee
Coffee was discovered about 1000 years ago in a province called Kaffa in 
Ethiopia. It is an indisputable fact that coffee is the second largest commodity in the 
world in international trade after oil. The Latin name Coffea is derived from one of the 
Arabic words Caova cova or kahwah, qahwah. The history of coffee cultivation and its 
use as a non-alcoholic beverage is centred in Arabia and then spread to Aden, Cairo, 
Persia, Turkey and Venice. Arabica coffee, Coffea arabica, was introduced to India in 
1600 AD by a Muslim pilgrim, Baba Budan. He is reported to have had seven seeds 
from Yemen, presumably Mocha coffee, and raised seedlings on his hermitage on the 
hills near Chikmagalore in the Karnataka State of India (Anon., 1985).
Coffee has been the most sought after refreshing drink. In the olden days, it 
was believed that coffee could comfort the brain, help relieve pains in the head, 
lethargy, cough, indigestion and prevent sleepiness. It was also considered as a useful 
remedy for rheumatism, gout and fever. Today, as a stimulating non-alcoholic 
beverage, it is very popular, with various brands in the market jostling each other for 
shelf space and consumer preferences.
Coffea belongs to the family Rubiaceae and comprises evergreen shrubs and 
small trees. The four commercially important species are: Coffea arabica L., Coffea 
canephora, Coffea liberica and Coffea excelsa. The former two are commercially 
known as Arabica and Robusta coffees, respectively. The latter two species, namely C. 
liberica and C. excelsa, are less commercially important and are small tree coffees. 
There are many botanical varieties and cultivars in both Arabicas and Robustas found 
and developed by the coffee research units world wide.
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1.2 Processing of green coffee
In India the two major species of coffee, i.e., Coffea arabica L. and Coffea 
canephora var. robusta (Robusta), are grown in southern states, especially in 
Karnataka, Kerala and Tamilnadu. Worlds' 1995/96 crop production will be 
82,577,000 bags (60 kg/bag), comprising 26,603,000 bags of Robusta and 55,974,000 
bags of Arabica green coffees { ^nr,: « 1996). India expected
to produce a record crop in 1995/96 of 1.32 million bags. Arabica production in 
1995/96 is expected to reach 1.72 million bags while Robusta coffee production would 
be around 2.00 million bags which is 18 percent more than was produced in 1994/95.
The Indian Coffee Board has stated that the quality of Indian Robusta coffee is 
one of the best in the world as far as green coffee and cup quality are concerned 
(Menon, 1984). Indian coffee is famous for its use in the best blends in the world 
coffee market.
Indian coffee is processed mainly by two methods, i.e., the dry process and the 
wet process. Dry processing of coffee yields a product described as “unwashed” or as 
‘cherry coffee’. Wet processing yields ‘parchment’ or ‘washed coffee’. In addition to 
the above, there is an additional method of processing of coffee found exclusively in 
India, known as the monsooning process, yielding ‘monsooned coffee’.
2
The three distinct processing methods are shown in the following Fluxograms 1
Harvesting
Sorting
Monsoon process
Selected whole crop A-grade 
cherry clean green coffee 
monsooning with the moisture 
content being in the range o:' 
13 to 14.5 % (prepared on the 
west coast . at curing work* 
during monsoon period June- 
September months)
Grading as per the size, such 
as Monsoon Malabar AA, 
Monsoon Basanally, Monsoon 
Arabica triage, Monsoon
Robusta AA, Monsoon
Robusta triage
PB
Garbling
AB PB AB BBB
Grading
Cherry or unwashed clean green coffee
Garbling
Parchment or washed clean 
green coffee
Wet process Dry process
Washing
Pulping
Demucilaging or washing
Fermentation/treatment wilh 
alkali/removal of mucilage 
by friction____________
Parchment coffee
Sun drying
Dried parchment 
coffee
Sun drying
Cherry coffee
Hulling
Polishing
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1.3 Grades of Indian coffee
Indian coffee processed by the wet method is called parchment coffee, whereas 
the dry method produces cherry coffee. Indian washed (parchment) Arabica coffee, is 
also called Plantation coffee and dry-processed Arabica and Robusta coffees are 
known as Arabica cherry coffee and Robusta cherry coffee, respectively. Indian wet- 
processed (washed) Robusta coffee is known as Robusta parchment coffee in the 
trade. Indian coffee is graded based on the size of the beans and percentage of 
imperfections. For example, the Indian plantation coffee grades are ‘Mysore nuggets 
EB’ (extra bold), Plantation PB (Pea berry - rounded beans), A, B, C, Blacks and Bits 
and Arabica unwashed (cherry) coffee grades are PB, AB, C, B/B/B (Blacks, Browns 
and Bits). Robusta unwashed (cherry) and Robusta washed (parchment) coffee grades 
are ‘Robusta Kaapi Royale’ (extra bold beans), PB, AB, C, and B/B/B, and finally the 
grades of Monsooned Arabica coffee grades are Monsooned Malabar AA, Monsooned 
Basanally and Monsooned Robusta as AA. The standard moisture content of the 
washed coffees is in the range of 10-11 %, with allowed permissible variation at + 
0.5% for washed and unwashed coffees, respectively. The moisture standards for the 
monsooned coffees were 13 to 14 percent. Mysore Nuggets EB (extra bold) grades of 
Indian Arabica and Robusta coffees are the speciality of Indian coffees
Grade designations of Indian green coffees and standards as referred in this 
research study are shown in Table 1.1.
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1.4 Composition of green coffee
tf>
Coffee has been much researched, and/one of the most popular beverages 
throughout the world. Green coffee as such is devoid of any characteristic coffee 
colour and flavour. The green coffee bean has a complex chemical composition and 
varies according to the species, variety, climatic conditions and location, production 
and other factors such as method of cultivation and processing. Analytical results also 
depend on the methods of test, equipment used and whether modem or long- 
established laboratory techniques have been employed.
Clarke (1995) tabulated the average chemical composition of the two main 
species of coffee, and these are shown in Table 1.2
Table 1.2 : Green coffee composition
Component Typical average content (% dry 
basis)
Arabica Robusta
Caffeine 1.2 2.2
Trigonelline 1.0 0.7
Minerals (as oxide ash; 41% K and 4% P) 4.2 4.4
Acids
Total chlorogenic 6.5 10.0
Aliphatic 1.0 1.0
Quinic 0.4 0.4
Sugars
Sucrose 8.0 4.0
Reducing 0.1 0.4
Arabinogalactan, mannan and glucan 44.0 48.0
Others 1.0 2.0
Lignin 3.0 3.0
Pectin 2.0 2.0
Proteinaceous
Protein 11.0 11.0
Free amino acids 0.5 0.8
Lipids
Coffee oil (Triglyceride with unsaponifiables) 16.0 10.0
TOTAL 100.0 100.0
6
The main non-volatile components of green coffee are carbohydrates, lipids, 
proteins, chlorogenic acids, minerals, alkaloids (caffeine) and small quantities of 
trigonelline, free aliphatic and quinic acids.
1.4.1 Carbohydrates:
Green coffee contains both low and high molecular weight carbohydrates. 
Sucrose, the major sugar, is present in both Arabica and Robusta green coffees. It has 
been reported that Arabica green coffee contains more free sugar than Robusta. In 
duplicate samples of Arabica and Robusta green coffee, Tressl et al. (1982) determined 
free sugars by gas chromatography and reported that Arabica coffee contained 8.2-8.3 
% on a dry basis and Robusta coffee 3.3 -  4.1 % d.b. Trugo et al. (1982) determined 
free sugars by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and reported that 
Arabica and Robusta green coffee contain 6.1% d.b. and 3.4 % d.b., respectively. The 
presence of a very small quantity of other simple sugars such as glucose and fructose 
were reported by Tressl et al (1982) in two samples of Arabica and Robusta green 
coffees. According to Trugo (1985) the nature and content of these simple sugars 
appears to be important for the flavour development and caramelisation products in 
roasted coffee.
Polysaccharides, such as arabinogalactan, mannan and glucan, are important 
constituents of green coffee and present in the range of 44 -  48 % d.b., as reported by 
Bradbury et al. (1987). The importance of various polysaccharides fractions on flavour 
retention and their affect on coffee quality has yet to be established (Trugo et al., 
1982) and their contribution to the yield of soluble coffee is not known in Arabica 
coffee. Robusta contains more arabinogalactan.
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1.4.2 Lipids
Substantial amounts of lipids, in the form of coffee oil are present in green 
coffee. Coffee oil consists of the following:
•  Crude lipid content
•  Triglycerides
•  Diterpenes
•  Sterols
1.4.2.1 Crude lipid contents
The lipid content of green coffee beans is described as crude lipid, which 
includes any substance extracted by a specified solvent and may thus include non­
lipids.
Average figures of lipid contents in green coffee are shown in Table 1.2, mainly 
based on the compilations of Maier (1981), Clifford (1985b), and others. Streuli (1973) 
reported that Arabica green coffee contains more lipid, i.e. 15.0 ± 0.78 % d.b., than 
that of Robusta green coffee, which contains 10.0 ± 1.41 % d.b. The lipid fraction of 
coffee is mainly composed of triglycerides. The composition of the lipid fraction of 
green coffee beans was summarised by Viani (1986) and is reproduced in Table 1.3.
1.4.2.2 Triglycerides
About 70-80 % of total lipid content in green coffee is trigyceride molecules. It 
has been reported that in the coffee bean oil triglyceride molecules, linoleic acid and 
palmitic acid are predominate (Kaufmann & Hamsager, 1962)
Free fatty acid content is lower in Arabica (1.0-1.5%) than in Robusta green 
coffee (1.0-2.7%) (Speer et al., 1993). Triglycerides are little affected by roasting 
except for slight hydrolysis and decomposition with liberation of free fatty acids and 
formation of volatile components, possibly through oxidation.
1.4.2.3 Diterpenes
The diterpene alcohols namely, cafestol which occurs in a larger percentage, 
and a lower level of kahweol, are present in unsaponifiable matter of coffee oil and 
their structures have been elucidated by Djerassi et al. (1958b) and Haworth et 
al. (1957). The diterpenes are partially degraded with loss of water, with exception of 
16-O-methylcafestol for Robusta which is thermally quite stable and characteristic of 
Robusta (Speer et al., 1991). The ratio cafestol: kahweol can vary in Arabica between 
40 : 60 and 70 : 30 ( Viani, 1988). The diterpenes can be determined by capillary gas 
chromatography and a very distinct peak of 16-O-methylcafestol is an indication of 
Robusta coffee.
1.4.2.4 Sterols
Sterols are found in free and esterified form in coffee. The sterol fraction in 
Arabica and Robusta shows some variation between the species( Mariani and Fedeli, 
1991). In Robusta these are higher levels of 24-methylenecholesterol and V5 ’ 
avenasterol and in Arabica sitostanol is higher. The determination of sterols in green 
and roasted regular and decaffeinated coffee is by using capillary gas chromatography 
(Mariani and Fedeli, 1991)
In addition, traces of di-amines, putrescine, spermine and spermidine, have also 
been identified in green coffee beans and these readily decompose while roasting.
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Table 1.3 : Composition of the lipid fraction of green coffee beans
Lipid contents Proportion wt %_ _ Components
Triglycerides mainly esters of linoleic and
palmitic acids
Free fatty acids (as % oleic) 0.5-2.0 mainly esters of palmitic and
Diterpene esters 15-0-18.5 linoleic acids
16-O-methylcafestol in
Triterpene, sterol, and 1.4-3.2 Robusta only and in
methylsterol esters Arabicas kahweol and
Free diterpenes 0.1-1.2 atrotligenin mainly
sitosterol, stigmasterol and
Free triterpenes and sterols 1.3-2.2 campesterol
Phospholipids 0.1
Hydrocarbons traces mainly squalene and
nonacosane
5 -Hydroxytryptamides 0.3-1.0 amides of arachidic,
behenic, and lignoceric acids
Tocopherols 0.3-0.7 a-, P-, and y- isomers
Speer (1989) quantified the cafestol and kahweol content in a variety of 
Arabica, Robusta and hybrid (of Arabica and Robusta) coffee samples. An interesting 
16-O-methyl derivative of cafestol has also been reported in coffees by Speer et al. 
(1989; 1991) by using an HPLC. Subsequently in 1993, Speer et al. reported that 
Arabica and Robusta coffees contain about 15 % and 10 % lipid, respectively, and also 
determined free fatty acid contents in green Arabica and Robusta coffees by using the 
permeation chromatography method.
1.4.3 Protein and free amino acids
In green coffee, the proteins are predominantly present in an unbound form in 
the cytoplasm, but some are bound to polysaccharides in the cell walls. Apart from the 
amino acids bound in protein, some free amino acids are present in green coffee 
(Macrae, 1985)v
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1.4.3.1 Crude protein
Based on the determination of crude nitrogen and multiplication by the factor 
6.25, various values for the protein content in green coffee have been reported. Crude 
protein values found in green coffees have been reported in the range of 13-16 % by 
Barbiroli(1965). These values include non-protein nitrogen from caffeine, trigonelline, 
etc.
1.4.3.2 Crude protein corrected fo r  alkaloid nitrogen
Real protein values are reported as 10-12.5 %, after correction is made for 
caffeine-nitrogen, by Roffi et a l, 1971 and Thaler et a l, 1963. In green coffee, 
proteins are present in the form of water-soluble (albumin) and water- insoluble 
proteins, 50 % of the total being water-soluble proteins (Macrae, 1985). 
Characterisation of water-soluble protein fractions by many techniques has been 
reported by Amorim et al.,(1977). Thaler and Gaigl (1963) quantified the percentage 
of total protein and albumin in Arabica and Robusta green coffees.
1.4.3.3 Free amino acids
Tressl (1980 ) stated that free amino acids found in the green coffee bean may 
have an influence on the aroma of coffee and thus beverage quality. The proteins in 
green coffee consist of a water-soluble and a water-insoluble fraction. The free amino 
acids and protein contents of green and roasted coffee beans have not been thoroughly 
studied (Maier, 1993). It has been reported that most of the proteins and carbohydrates 
in green coffee react during roasting and thus form melanoidin (Steinhart et a l, 1993)
1.4.4 Minerals
The ashed mineral content of green coffees mainly consists of potassium and 
other small quantities of calcium and magnesium, and the non-metallic elements 
phosphorus and sulphur.
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Kroplein (1961) has made a detailed investigation of ash contents of different 
Arabica and Robusta green coffees with consistent results. Consistent values of ash 
contents of Arabica and Robusta green coffee beans have been reported using 
standard ashing temperature of 580 °C (Clarke and Walker, 1974 and 1975). The ash 
content of green coffee is about 4% d.b., of which about 40 % is potassium with a 
further 33 % of other trace elements having been quantified. Clarke and Walker (1974,
1975) reported that there was a real difference in average content of potassium 
between dry- and wet-processed green coffee, - •.•••-u the former
having a slightly higher level of potassium. They suggested the lower content of 
potassium in wet-processed coffees to be due to leaching out of potassium and other 
minerals during wet processing.
1.4.5 Chlorogenic acids
Chlorogenic acids (CGA) are the most studied and major acids of coffee and 
contribute a series of esters of quinic acid and a very small quantity of free quinic acid 
also occurs in green coffee beans.
An extensive study on chlorogenic acids in coffee beans has been carried out 
mainly by Clifford(1985), Macrae(1985) and Trugo(1984), and Ohiokpehai(1982). 
Robiquet et a l,(1837) probably first reported these acids and later Payen (1846) 
designated this green-tinged crystalline substance extracted from green coffee beans as 
‘chlorogenic acid’. This particular compound was established as 3-CQA (Freudenberg, 
1920), and later on redefined as 5-CQA as per IUPAC (1976).
Chlorogenic acids(CGA)were defined by Clifford (1985) as quinic acids 
esterified with/>-coumaric acid, caffeic acid and or ferulic acid and are now subdivided 
into the following groups:
CQA caffeoylquinic acids
di-CQA dicaffeoylquinic acids
FQA feruloylquinic acids
p -CoQA />-coumaroylquinic acids
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CFQA caffeoylferuloylquinic acids
FCQA feruloylcaffeoylquinic acids.
The structure of quinic acid in its preferred conformation (carboxyl equatorial) 
with the ring carbons numbered according to the IUPAC recommendation (IUPAC,
1976) is shown in Fig. 1.2a. The CGA found in coffee are mono- and di-esters at
positions 3, 4 and 5. The structures of the esterifying residues (is-cafifeic acid, fs-ferulic 
acid and £-p-coumaric acid) associated with coffee are shown in Fig. 1.2b, 
respectively.
OH 4
O
\
/
OH
OH
OH
OH
Fig.l.2a : Structure of a quinic acid in preferred chair conformation
COOH
R = H = p- coumaric Acid 
R = OH = caffeic Acid 
R = OCH3 = ferulic Acid
Fig. 1.2b : Structure of esterifying residues found in coffee bean chlorogenic 
acids
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The six CGA sub-groups are known respectively as :
• caffeoylquinic acids (CQA) which are esters of caffeic acid with quinic acids;
• /?-coumaroylquinic acids (p-CoQA) which are esters of p-coumaric acid with 
quinic acid;
• . feruloylquinic acids (FQA) which are esters of ferulic acid with quinic acid; 
and the recently characterised (Clifford, 1986).
• dicaffeoylquinic acids ( di-CQA) which are esters of two molecules of caffeic 
acid with one molecule of quinic acid;
• caffeoylferuloylquinic acids (CFQA) which are esters with one residue of 
caffeic acid plus one residue of ferulic acid attached to the same residue of 
quinic acid and
• feruloylcaffeoylquinic acids (FCQA ) - esters with one residue of ferulic acid 
plus one residue of caffeic acid attached to the same residue of quinic acid.
In addition to the above, 7V-/?-caffeoyl-L-tryptophan and A-/?-caffeoyl-L- 
tyrosine and traces of unesterifed ^-caffeic acids, ^-ferulic acid and E-p-coumaric acid 
have also been reported (Clifford, 1985a, b.). The mixed di-esters and the amino acid 
derivative, namely caffeoyl-L-tryptophan, are found only in Robusta coffees (Morishita 
et al, 1987)., Clifford et a l, 1989b, c and Correia et al, 1994 identified a new 
compound, namely ‘caffeoyl tyrosine’, and confirmed it as a marker compound 
exclusive to Angolan Robusta coffees.
The mixed di-esters have previously been partially resolved into three peaks, 
containing possibly two isomers each, namely, 3C,4-FQA +3F,4-CQA, 3C,5- 
FQA+3F,5-CQA and 4C,5-FQA + 4F,5-CQA (Clifford et a l, 1989 a). One of the 
most hydrophobic pair co-eluted with the leading edge of the peak of caffeoyl- 
tryptophan isolated and was identified as a novel compound /?-coumaroyl-L-tryptc^ian 
in green Robusta coffee beans by Murata et a l, 1995. Recently, De Maria et a l, 1995 
proposed an adequate method for the simultaneous determination of total CGA, 
trigonelline and caffeine in green coffee by high performance gel filtration 
chromatography.
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Various data for total chlorogenic acids in green coffee beans were summarised 
by Clifford (1985b), who reported that Arabica and Robusta green coffee beans 
contained about 5-7.5% and 7-10 % dry basis, respectively. A comparison between 
photometric and HPLC methods of determination of chlorogenic acid has been studied 
by Schunemann et al. (1986 and 1987)^howed that values for chlorogenic acids in 
green coffee obtained by both methods were equal. Clifford and Jarvis (1988) reported 
that chlorogenic acids vary in green Robusta coffees grown in different geographic 
areas and thus might be indicative of geographic origin. DIN-Norm (1992) adopted 
HPLC as the standard method for determination of chlorogenic acids.
Clifford and Kazi (1987), who reported increases of chlorogenic acids, caffeine 
and trigonelline during the maturation of the fruit, found the contents of chlorogenic 
acids, i.e., isomers of caffeoylquinic acids, had considerable increase in the ratio of 
CQA and di-CQA. In 1994, De Menezes also reported that there were significant 
differences in the ratio of CQA and di-CQA content in dry- and wet- processed 
Arabica green coffees. Notable changes in the chlorogenic acids content during the 
process of storage (Schunemann and Maier, 1986) and roasting (Scholz-Bottcher, 
1991) are reported. Studies on the taste of pure 5-CQA and on its astringency were 
carried out by Nagel et al (1987) and Naish et al (1993), respectively.
1.4.6 Alkaloids
1.4.6.1 Caffeine
Caffeine, 1,3,7-trimethylxanthine (Figure 1.3) is a much researched component 
in coffee mainly due to its physiological properties of stimulation which improves 
alertness and concentration. Caffeine is a white compound with a melting point of 
236°C and has a marked bitter taste. Caffeine is also present in tea, cola drinks, cocoa 
and chocolate, as well as some medicines, such as painkillers. In addition to this major 
alkaloid, traces of theophylline and theobromine have also been reported in green 
coffees.
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Fig. 1.3. Structure of caffeine.
The wide range of values of caffeine content in green coffees was summarised 
by Macrae (1985). The average caffeine content in Arabica and Robusta green coffees 
is 1.2-1.5% (d.b.) and 2.2-2.5% (d.b.). For 25 years caffeine has been frequently 
determined using different methods based on spectrophotometry and chromatography. 
Gennaro and Abrigo (1992) determined caffeine and theobromine simultaneously 
without clean-up of column by HPLC on RP-18, and Kazi (1987) with clean-up 
method. Din-Norm (1992) also proposed a rapid method of determination of caffeine 
without clean-up, but it yields higher values.
1.4.6.2 Trigonelline
Trigonelline is thermally unstable and hygroscopic, consisting of colourless 
crystals. It is present in green coffees (Arabica 0.6-1.2%, Robusta 0.3-0.9%) (Viani, 
1986). This compound has received much attention as its thermal decomposition 
during roasting yields nicotinic acid, pyridine, and other volatile aroma constituents, 
which are important both from sensory and nutritional points of view. However, 
variability in the level of trigonelline between the species of coffee and differences in 
analytical methods of determination of trigonelline may also be a factor (Macrae, 
1985). Trugo and Macrae (1989) reported that the degradation of trigonelline and 
sucrose in Arabica and Robusta coffee yielded nicotinic acid. They used reversed- 
phase HPLC with a mass detector for determination of trigonelline and sucrose, 
reversed phase HPLC for caffeine and ion-pair reversed-phase HPLC for nicotinic
acid. Following this, Mazzafera (1991) determined trigonelline in various species of 
coffee by using another HPLC method (ODS-Hypersil; NaOAc 5%, pH 5) and found 
higher values for Arabica, Robusta and Liberica coffee beans than all other preceding 
investigators.
1.5 Roasting and other processes
The desirable taste and aroma of coffee beverage are mainly formed during 
roasting. The pleasant flavour of roasted coffee depends on several factors, such as the 
variety of coffee, the processing method, type of blend, shape and size of coffee bean, 
origin, climate, location of coffee production, and, most importantly, the roasting 
conditions, i.e., type of roaster used, temperature, time, colour and cooling, etc. 
Roasting is a process dependent upon time and temperature. Green coffees are subject 
to many chemical changes. Roasting of the green beans develops the aromatic coffee 
oil which produces the unique characteristic flavour and aroma associated with coffee. 
During this process, changes occur, such as loss of moisture content, gaseous carbon 
dioxide and other volatile products. The time and temperature chosen for roasting of 
coffee beans are responsible for obtaining a certain degree of roasting from very light 
to very dark and this depends on consumer preferences. The ideal temperature and 
time for a medium roast are 190-240 °C and 8-10 minutes, respectively. Roasting is 
normally carried out under atmospheric conditions with hot combustion gas, or with 
other heating agents.
Mechanical principles in roasting methods are shown in Fig. 1.4
Fig. 1.4 Mechanical principles in roasting methods. 
Roasters
Horizontal rotating Vertical static drum Vertical rotating Fluidised Pressure 
bowl drum with blades bowl bed roasting
Perforated wall Solid wall
The chemical changes taking place in roasting for each of the individual 
compounds in green coffee give rise to the characteristic flavour and aroma of roasted 
coffee and its brews.
The typical average of the final chemical composition for medium/standard 
roasted coffee, summarised by Clarke (1995), is reproduced in Table 1.4 :
Table 1. 4 : Roast coffee composition
Component Typical average percentage content (dry basis figure for a 
medium roast)
Arabica Robusta
Alkaloids (caffeine) 1.3 2.4
Trigonelline(including roasted 1.0 0.7
by- products)
Minerals (oxide ash) 4.5 4.7
Acids
residual chlorogenic acid 2.5 3.8
quinic 0.8 1.0
aliphatic 1.6 1.6
Sugars
sucrose 0.0 0.0
reducing 0.3 0.3
polysaccharides 33.0 37.0
Lignin 2.00 2.0
Pectin 3.00 3.0
Proteinaceous
protein 10.0 10.0
free amino acids 0.00 0.0
Lipids (coffee oil) 17.0 11.0
Caramelised/condensation
products (melanoidins etc.)
by difference 23.00 22.5
Total 100.0 100.0
1.6 Indian coffee quality
Coffee quality is the summative index of many characteristics, such as 
appearance in the raw green, roast and ground form, as well as liquor or beverage
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qualities, comprising parameters, like aroma, taste, acidity and body. Indian coffee has 
been maintained through strict quality control measures enforced at all levels by 
planters, curers and traders. The quality control department of the Indian Coffee Board 
plays a vital role in improving and maintaining the quality of Indian coffee. These 
schemes include selecting and preparing coffee of uniform quality for export, making 
payment to coffee growers to produce good quality coffee based on their visual and 
cupping assessment, encouraging farmers to produce good quality coffees, screening 
of coffee for export, quality assessment of research trials, and assessment of quality of 
coffee grown in non-traditional areas. The quality control department carries out the 
quality assessment with visual and organoleptic methods (Coffee & Cocoa 
International, 1995)
1.6.1 Visual quality
The quality of coffee is evaluated as soon as coffee is cured and out turned. 
Characteristics, such as moisture content, colour, size, evenness of shape, boldness, 
density of beans, presence or absence of defects, unripe beans, stones and other 
extraneous matter and odour of the beans, are evaluated by experienced, trained, 
expert assessors. These are the important criteria for assessing raw or green coffee 
quality and are known as visual assessment of coffee. These assessments have been 
done against standard coffee samples prepared for a particular crop year or season 
and known as ‘fair average quality’ (FAQ) samples. FAQ samples are prepared for 
each of the principal types and grades of coffee, such as Plantation A (for washed 
Arabicas), Arabica cherry AB for unwashed Arabica coffee, Robusta parchment AB 
coffee for washed Robusta, and finally Robusta cherry AB grade for unwashed 
Robusta coffee by senior assessors of the quality control division of the Coffee Board 
of India. These samples should possess moisture contents within the prescribed limits, 
a healthy colour and be very representative of the quality for the particular season. 
This sample is treated as a standard for assessing visual quality of clean and 
processed green/raw for premium payment for planters, for assessing samples for 
domestic, export and all other sales. Coffee processed at the estate level from both
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small and large growers is then further processed as per moisture, grading and garbling 
standards laid down by the Indian Coffee Board.
1.6.2 Cupping evaluation
Coffee cupping is a method of systematically evaluating the aroma and taste 
characteristics of a sample of coffee beans. Coffee tasting is an art by which the 
intrinsic qualities of coffee, such as aroma, flavour, body, and acidity, are evaluated 
based on a standardised procedure. It is a predominant and well known method of 
evaluation throughout the world . The taster or tasters are always the same people who 
have long experience in the art and have well acquired memory of various flavours. 
The steps in evaluating the quality of a procedure are to examine the physical 
appearance of the sample, the roast and grind, aroma of grind, and finally to taste the 
brew for assessing overall quality.
A standard amount of clean green coffee is roasted in a sample roaster to a 
standard or medium degree of roast. After roasting, the beans are allowed to cool and 
ground to medium or coarse grind size. A measured amount of roast and ground 
coffee is put into a porcelain or glass cup and a standard amount of freshly just boiling 
water poured over the coffee. The brewing time is approximately six minutes. At the 
end of brewing, the floats are removed and allow to cool to a palatable temperature. 
The taster smells the brew, then sucks a sample from a tasting spoon into his mouth, 
swirls it around, then spits it out and passes on to the next sample. During the tasting, 
within the short time the brew is in the mouth, the strength (body), acidity (not sour) 
and flavour are assessed. The combination of body, acidity and flavour are used to 
rank samples. The overall cup quality is designated as excellent, fine, good, average, 
falling off and poor.
1.7 Analytical methods:
The determination of acidity, pH, caffeine, amino acids, chlorogenic acids, 
carbohydrates, oil content, proteins, trigonelline and volatile components are quite
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important to define total beverage quality. Various analytical methods employed by 
several researchers for different coffee components are summarised in Table 5 (Clarke 
e ta l , 1985)
Table 1.5 : Analytical methods for determination of coffee composition.
Component_________________________________Analytical methods______________
pH and titratable acidity glass electrode and pH meter, liquid chromatography,
organic acids in coffee column chromatography, high performance liquid
chromatography, gas chromatography, enzymatic 
methods
caffeine Kjeldahl method: macro Bailey-Andrew method and
micro-Bailey-Andrew method, spectrophotometric 
method, HPLC method
paper chromatography/ninhydrin combination of paper 
chromatography and electrophoresis 
thin layer chromatography, gas-liquid chromatography, 
HPLC method
petroleum light extraction method (AOAC method) 
Kjeldahl method, gel filtration 
paper chromatography, HPLC method 
gas chromatography, column chromatography HPLC, 
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry method 
spectrophotometric method chromatographic methods: 
gas chromatography, liquid chromatography, HPLC
1.8 Aim and objectives
It is clear from the literature survey, that only few data have been reported on 
the CGA and caffeine contents of Indian Arabica and Robusta coffees of commercial 
grades. The purpose of this research is therefore to determine the chlorogenic acid and 
caffeine contents of different processed and commercial grades of Indian Arabica and 
Robusta green and roasted coffee by using sophisticated and precise analytical HPLC 
methods to accomplish the following objectives.
1 To determine the chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents in most of the important 
commercial varieties and main grades of dry-, wet- and monsoon- processed Indian 
Arabica and Robusta green coffees.
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ammo acids
carbohydrates
oil content 
proteins 
trigonelline 
volatile component
Chlorogenic acids
2 To determine the chlorogenic acid, and caffeine contents at various degrees of 
roasting ( from the lightest to darkest roasts) of the Indian Arabica and Robusta 
coffees and to evaluate the corresponding beverage quality.
3 To compare chlorogenic acid and caffeine contents of differently processed Indian 
Arabica and Robusta coffees.
4 To carry out kinetic study on chlorogenic acids degradation in Indian Arabica and 
Robusta coffees during the roasting process.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1 M aterials
The samples of wet-, dry- and monsoon- processed commercial green coffee 
beans were kindly supplied by Consolidated Coffee Ltd, Pollibetta, Kodagu, 
Karnataka, India, and were used for this entire research study unless otherwise stated. 
The green coffee samples were :
2.1.1 Arabica coffee
2.1.1.1 Wet processed (washed) (Figure 2.1a )
Figure 2.1a: Washed Arabica A grade
Washed Arabica coffee -Plantation A : Plantation A grade is one of the grade 
designations of Indian washed Arabica coffee. Its sieving requirements are 90 % 
weight shall stand on a sieve with round holes of 6.65 mm. Not more than 1.5 % by 
weight shall pass through a sieve with round holes of 6.0 mm. This grade shall be 
clean garbled. It shall not contain PB (rounded coffee beans) subject to a tolerance of 
2% by weight. It can contain 3 % triage by weight.
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2.1.1.2 Dry processed (unwashed) Arabica coffee : Arabica cherry coffee A B
(Figure 2.1b)
Figure 2.1b Arabica cherry (unwashed ) AB grade coffee 
It is one of the grade designations of Indian unwashed Arabica green coffee. Its 
sieving requirements are that 90 % by weight shall stand on a sieve with round holes of 
6.0 mm and not more than 1.5 % by weight shall pass through a sieve with round holes 
of 5.50 mm. This grade shall be clean garbled and shall not contain PB beans subject to 
a tolerance of 2% by weight. It can contain 3 % triage by weight.
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2.1.1.3 Monsooned Malabar AA (Figure 2. lc)
Figure 2.1c Monsooned Arabica (Malabar) AA grade coffee 
This grade refers to one of the grade designations of Monsooned Arabica 
cherry coffee superior quality green coffee beans from unwashed or dry processed or 
cherry coffee which have been subjected to moisture absorption during the monsoon 
period (from June to September), as a result of which they swell and change colour to 
golden/ light brown). The sieving requirement of this coffee is that 90 % shall stand on 
a sieve with round holes of 7.25 mm and garbling standard is 2% triage by weight.
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2.1.2 Robusta coffee :
2.1.2.1 Wet processed (washed) coffee:
2.1.2.1.1 Robusta parchment coffee PR (peaherry) (Fig. 2.2a)
Figure 2.2a Robusta (washed) parchment PB grade coffee 
This grade shall be clean garbled. It shall not contain flat (AB) beans subject to 
a tolerance of 2 % by weight, but it can contain 3 % of Pea berry triage by weight (Pea 
berry is a coffee bean of nearly ovaloid form, resulting from the development o f  a 
single seed in the fruit).
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2.1.2.1.2 Robusta parchment coffee AB  (flat beans) (Figure 2.2b)
Figure 2.2b Robusta parchment (washed) AB grade coffee
It is one of the grade designations of Robusta Parchment (washed) coffee. Its 
sieving requirements are that 90 % by weight shall stand on a sieve with round holes of 
6.0 mm and not more than 1.5 % by weight shall pass through a sieve round holes of 
5.50 mm. fh is  grade shall be clean garbled. It shall not contain PB beans subject to a 
tolerance of 2 % by weight and contain not more than 3 % triage by weight.
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2.1.2.2 Dry; processed (unwashed) coffee : Robusta cherry coffee
Robusta cherry coffee is obtained by harvesting and drying coffee fruits. This 
type is also called unwashed cotfee.
2.1.2.2.1 Robusta (unwashed) cherry coffee PB ( Figure 2.2c)
Figure 2.2c Robusta (unwashed) cherry PB grade coffee 
The grading and garbling standards are the same as the Robusta parchment PB
coffee.
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2.1.2.2.2 Robusta (unwashed) cherry coffee A B  (flat beans) (Figure 2.2d)
Figure 2.2d Robusta (unwashed) cherry AB grade coffee 
The grading and garbling standards of this coffee are similar to th©*.of Robusta 
Parchment .AB coffee.
Moisture Standards : Moisture content of 10 -10.5 % for Indian washed Arabica 
and Robusta coffees and 10.5 - 11.0 % for Indian unwashed Arabica and Robusta 
coffees are prescribed.
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2.1.2.3 Monsooned Robusta AA ( Figure 2.2e)
Figure 2.2e Monsooned Robusta AA grade coffee
It is one of grade designations of Indian Monsooned Robusta cherry coffee and 
its sieving requirement is that 90 % shall stand on a sieve with round holes of 7.0 mm. 
with a 2 % maximum permissible limit of triage. Prescribed moisture standard for 
monsooned coffee is in the range of 13 -14 %.
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2.1.3 Chemicals
5-CQA (caffeoylquinic acid), caffeine, caffeic acid and trifluoroacetic acid 
(TFA), were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company Ltd, Poole, Dorset, UK. 
Methanol and acetonitrile (ACN) of HPLC grade were obtained from Fisons Ltd, 
Loughborough, UK.
Water/ aqueous means distilled water unless otherwise specified. All other 
reagents were standard items from reputable commercial sources.
Carrez Reagent A was prepared by dissolving 21.9 g zinc acetate dihydrate in 
water containing 3.0 g of glacial acetic acid and diluting to 100 ml with water.
Carrez Reagent B was prepared by dissolving 10.6 g of potassium ferrocyanide 
trihydrate in 100 ml water. These reagents were stored at -4  °C (Egan et a l ., 1981).
Prior to grinding and extraction, all abnormal and defective beans were 
removed from each sample by manual sorting. The immature (green coloured) flat or 
‘AB’ grade beans were removed from dry-processed Robusta AB grade green coffee 
sample, and these were analysed separately from fully mature (golden brown coloured) 
beans.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Extraction
The green coffee bean samples were frozen, ground in a hammer mill to pass 
0.7 mm and 500 mg extracted (4 x 25 ml, 25 minutes each) with 70 % ( v/v) boiling 
aqueous methanol, using a Tecator HT-1043 (Tecator, Sweden) continuous extraction 
system with the oil bath set to 140 °C. The bulked extracts were treated with Carrez 
Reagents (1 ml A plus 1 ml B) to precipitate colloidal material, diluted to 100 ml with
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aqueous 70 % methanol and filtered through a Whatman No. 1 filter paper. These 
extracts were stored at -4°C and used directly for HPLC analysis. The roast and 
ground coffee samples were extracted in an identical manner.
2.2.2 Analytical HPLC
A Spectra Physics P-4000 gradient pump, coupled to a Spectra physics AS- 
3000 auto-sampler and a Spectra physics forward optical scanning detector were used 
in conjunction with a 250 mm x 4.6 mm internal diameter column packed with 
Spherisorb 5 ODS 2 (a fully end-capped 5 |Lim reverse-phase packing material, having a 
very low level of residual silanol groups) prepared by Hichrom, Theale, Berkshire, UK. 
Chromatographic and spectral data collection as well as integration were performed 
using Spectra focus software on an IBM PS/2 computer.
A schematic diagram of the HPLC system used for this study is shown in Figure 2.3
Solvent A 
Solvent B
HPLC waste 
solvent
HPLC column Spectra Physics
scanning
detector Spectra focus 
software + IBM 
PS/2 computer
Spectra 
Physics P- 
40000 gradient 
pump + Auto 
sampler
Figure 2.3 : Schematic diagram of the HPLC
The chromatographic conditions, developed for analysis of standard 5-CQA, 
caffeine and coffee extracts (in 70% v/v aqueous methanol), were as follows :
Injection volume : 20 pi
Mobile phase : Solvent A : 5 ml trifluo . ^cetic acid (TFA) per litre of water
Solvent B : 5 ml TFA added to 450 ml acetonitrile and 550 ml water 
Gradient: A linear gradient from 100 % solvent A to 100 % Solvent B 
over 56 minutes at flow rate 1 ml per minute
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The above gradient provides good resolution of the peaks. Peaks were detected 
at 280 nm for caffeine and 315 nm for chlorogenic acids. As required, UV spectra 
were recorded between 200 and 360 nm. Peak identification was achieved for 
chlorogenic acids where possible by spiking with authentic material, or by relative 
retention time and the effect of treatment with tetramethylammonium hydroxide 
(TMAH) (Clifford et al., 1989 ).
2.2.2.1 Standard calibration curve for standard 5-CQA
Concentrations of 0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 pg/ml of standard 5-CQA were 
prepared in 70 % (v/v) aqueous methanol. Calibration curves were prepared using 
duplicate injections of each concentration of standard 5-CQA and (20 pi) analysed as 
described above. The peak was detected at 315 nm. The peak area and the retention 
times in correspondence with the concentration were noted and was calculated. The 
linear regression coefficient and a calibration curve drawn ( Figure 2.5a).
9.0E+6
8.0E+6 --
7.0E+6 --
6.0E+6 --
5.0E+6 --
re
<Di-
4.0E+6 --
3.0E+6 --
2.0E+6 --
1.0E+6 --
000.0E+0
400 20 60 80 100
Concentation of 5-CQA(in ug/ml)
Figure 2.5a : Standard calibration curve for 5-CQA.
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2.2.2.2 Calibration standard o f Caffeine
The following concentrations of standard caffeine were prepared in 70% (v/v) 
aqueous methanol for construction of a calibration curve and calculation of linear 
regression coefficient: 0, 15.6, 31.25, 62.5, 125 and 250. pg/ml.
The samples were injected (20pl in duplicate) as described earlier and the caffeine peak 
has detected at 280 nm.
The calibration curve for caffeine is shown in Figure 2.5b.
20.0E+6
18.0E+6 --
16.0E+6 --
14.0E+6 --
CN
E 12.0E+6 -- 
_c 
(0 10.0E+6 --£m
raa>
£L
8.0E+6 --
i.OE+6 --
4.0E+6 --
2.0E+6 --
000.0E+0
0 50 100 150 200 250
- Peak area
Concentation of Caffeine(ug/ml)
Figure 2.5b : Standard calibration curve for Caffeine.
2.2.3 Moisture content
Duplicate samples of each ground green and roast and ground coffee sample 
were dried conventionally to constant weight at 105 °C in a vacuum oven for about 6 
hours.
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2.2.4 Roasting
2.2.4.1 Moda coffee bean roaster
Samples were roasted in a Moda F-134 laboratory sample electric roaster 
(Moda, made in Hong Kong, Model F-134, 240 volts with metallic mesh with a lid 
supplied by FCF Ltd, Poole, Dorset, England, UK). The Moda coffee bean sample 
roaster was pre-set to a temperature of 190 - 200 °C for about 3 minutes and, in order 
to preheat the roaster, approximately 50 g of green coffee were inserted and roasted 
for about five minutes, the power was switched off and the beans were removed and 
discarded. After this trial run, the samples of Arabica, Robusta, and Monsooned green 
coffees of 50 g each in weight were roasted in the preheated electric Moda coffee bean 
sample roaster. The roasting time for Arabica and Robusta coffee bean samples were 
of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 14 and 16 minutes. For Monsooned Arabica and Robusta coffees, 
light, medium and dark roasts of 3, 5 and 6 minutes, respectively were used. When all 
the samples had been roasted as specified, the power was switched off and the beans 
were transferred onto white porcelain plates to cool down with vigorous stirring. After 
cooling, the roasted beans were weighed immediately in order to calculate the roasting 
loss.
2.2.4.2 Grinding o f  roasted coffee sample
An electrical coffee bean sample grinder, namely Krups - 75, KM - 75, Type 
203 (240 volts), was used for grinding roasted coffee samples throughout this study. 
Each sample was ground for 10 seconds to produce medium-filter ground size. These 
roast and grounded samples were used for domestic style aqueous brewing and 
aqueous methanolic extraction.
2.2.5 Brewing
Freshly prepared roast and ground coffee was extracted in duplicate by 
weighing approximately 7 g into a white porcelain bowl. Freshly boiled potable water
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(150 ml) was added with stirring. The temperature of the mixture should be not less 
than 90 °C at the time of pouring water over the coffee. The brew was allowed to cool 
to about 60 °C or similar palatable temperature and the beverage quality evaluated. 
Evaluation was completed before the brew became cold. The beverage was slurped 
with a suction of air into the mouth (with accompanying noise). This slurping action 
cools the coffee beverage, while allowing aroma and flavour to be thoroughly wafted 
into the nostrils. The pH value of the aqueous brew was measured using pH meter 
calibrated with appropriate standards. About 50 ml of each aqueous brew were 
collected and stored in refrigeration at -4°C and used for HPLC analysis for 
quantifying chlorogenic acid and caffeine contents after treatment with Carrez reagents 
as described in Sub-section 2.1.3.
2.2.6 Evaluation o f  coffee beverage
The. evaluation of coffee beverage was done by myself having, about nine years 
of experience in quality control and beverage evaluation in the Directorate of Quality 
Control of Coffee Board of India and being Chief Quality Controller and Cup Taster, 
Head of Quality Control Department, Asian Coffee Limited ( 100% pure soluble coffee 
manufacturing and 100% export oriented unit), India. In addition, I have undergone a 
short term course in “Sensory Evaluation of Foods “ at Central Food Technological 
Research Institute, India.
2.2.7 Storage.
All the samples and standards extracts, etc. were stored in glass containers in a 
refrigerator at -4  °C.
This concludes the chapter on materials and methods utilised during the course 
of research study. The next chapter concentrates on the results obtained and discusses 
the analysis performed on green coffee.
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CHAPTER 3
GREEN COFFEE ANALYSIS 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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3.1 Results
3.1.1 Moisture content o f green coffee beans
The mean moisture content of duplicate determination of each green coffee 
sample was determined. The values are as shown in Table 3.1
Table 3.1 : Moisture content of green coffee
Type and grade of coffee Moisture content 
(n=2, % dry wt.)
Washed Arabica (Plantation) A 7.8
Unwashed Arabica (Arabica cherry) AB 6.5
Unwashed Robusta (Robusta cherry) AB 7.5
Unwashed Robusta (Robusta cherry) PB 7.6
Washed Robusta (Robusta parchment) AB 7.8
Washed Robusta (Robusta parchment) PB 9.0
Monsooned Arabica (Malabar) cherry AA 7.3
Monsooned Robusta cherry AA 7.4
These values of moisture content of green coffees are commensurate with those 
observed in commercial practice (Clarke, 1985).
3.1.2 Identification o f  peaks on chromatogram
The three CQA isomers (3-CQA, 4-CQA and 5-CQA), caffeic acid, 5-p-
CoQA, two FQA isomers (4-FQA and 5-FQA), three isomers of di-CQA (3,4-di-CQA,
3,5-di-CQA and 4,5-di-CQA) and caffeoyl tryptophan were located easily on the
chromatograms by a combination of spiking with authentic material and behaviour,
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when treated with tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH), as reported previously 
(Clifford et a l, 1989 b, d). Further evidence of identity and purity was obtained from 
the calculation of relative retention times and spectral matching. Caffeic acid identity 
also was confirmed by running a standard sample of caffeic acid under the same 
gradient conditions. These data \ ±  were consistent with those obtained previously
(Clifford et a l, 1989 b, d). It was not possible to locate 3-/?-CoQA or 4-/>-CoQA, 
which would be very minor components, or 3-FQA, which would be expected to co­
elute with 4-CQA, as reported previously (Trugo and Macrae, 1994; Cifford et al, 
1989b, d). Confirmation of the behaviour of 3-FQA, which would co-elute with 4- 
CQA, was obtained by analysing the mixture generated by treating with TMAH 5- 
FQA, isolated from green coffee extract.
The mixed di-esters have previously (Clifford et a l, 1989 b) been partially 
resolved into three peaks, containing two isomers each (3C,4-FQA + 3F,4-CQA; 3C, 
5-FQA + 3F,5-CQA; and 4C,5-FQA + 4F,5-CQA). However, in the present case ,the 
most hydrophobic pair co-eluted with caffeoyl tryptophan, where their presence on the 
leading edge of that peak was detectable spectrally. Specimen chromatograms of 
Indian Arabica and Robusta green coffee are shown in Figs. 3.1 & 3.2, respectively. 
Only minute traces (<0.01 %) of/?-coumaric acid and ferulic acid were observed, and 
these have not been included in the tabulated results.
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Table 3.2 : Retention time (minutes), relative retention times and Xmax for the 
individual chlorogenic acids and caffeine.
Compound analysed Retention 
time (min)
Relative retention times * ^ m a x
3-CQA 15.5 0.74 1.00 326
4-CQA 20.6 0.99
op
328
5-CQA 21.0 1.00
X
>OO
328
Caffeic acid 22.6 1.08 325
5-/?-CoQA 24.7 1.18 313
3-FQA
4-FQA 25.1 1.20 0.96a 1.22 326
5-FQA 26.2 1.25 1.00a 1.25 327
Unknown 1 27.3 1.30 325
3,4-di-CQA 31.6 1.51 1.00b 1.00 327
3,5-di-CQA 32.7 1.56 1.03b 1.00 329
4,5-di-CQA 34.9 1.66 1 . 1 0 b 329
3C,4-FQA + 3F,4- 
CQA
36.0 1.71 1.00° 1.14° 328
3C,5-FQA +3F,5- 
CQA
37.5 1.80 1.04 1.15d 329
Caffeoyl tryptophan 39.3 1.88 222, 292, and 324
Unknown 2 43.1 2.05 222, 292 and 309
Caffeine 23.7 1.18 274
* Relative retention times having the same superscript are directly comparable.
As a preliminary study, the commercial washed Robusta AB green coffee was 
sampled extensively and ground material was extracted using each of the six sample 
positions on the Tecator HT-1043 apparatus, in order to assess properly whether any
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significant variation was introduced due to this operational factor. The variation 
observed was no greater than that between replicate determinations associated with a 
single position, and the nine sets of data so obtained were subsequently pooled and 
shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 The content of individual chlorogenic acids content( % dry basis) nine sets 
of Indian Robusta ( j washed) AB grade green coffee.
Compound
analysed
1 2 3 4
Sam
5
3le num
6
ber
7 8 9 Mean Sd.(±)
3-CQA
4-CQA
5-CQA
0.44
0.60
4.61
0.48
0.65
5.01
042
0.52
4.31
0.43
0.54
4.30
0.41
0.51
4.48
0.42
0.58
4.36
0.45
0.60
4.46
0.47
0.61
4.52
0.46
0.56
4.39
0.44
0.57
4.49
0.03
0.06
0.22
CQA
Sub-total 5.65 6.14 5.24 5.27 5.40 5.36 5.51 5.60 5.41 5.51 0.28
Caffeic acid 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.02
5-p-CoQA 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.00
4-FQA
5-FQA
0.09
0.77
0.13
0.92
0.13
1.01
0.10
0.92
0.09
0.92
0.08
0.80
0.08
0.91
0.10
0.91
0.09
0.88
0.09
0.89
0.01
0.07
FQA Sub­
total
0.86 1.05 1.14 1.02 1.01 0.88 0.99 1.01 0.97 0.99 0.08
Unknown 1 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.02
3.4-di-CQA
3.5-di-CQA
4.5-di-CQA
0.52
0.69
0.52
0.54
0.80
0.49
050
0.82
0.50
0.47
0.75
0.41
0.43
0.50
0.82
0.46
0.76
0.41
0.58
0.93
0.49
0.60
0.95
0.51
0.56
0.83
0.49
0.52
0.82
0.47
0.05
0.08
0.05
di-CQA
Sub-total
1.73 1.83 1.82 1.63 1.75 1.63 2.00 2.06 1.88 1.81 0.15
3C,4-FQA+ 
3F,4-CQA 
3C,5-FQA+ 
3F,5-CQA
0.12
0.11
0.13
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.18
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.01
0.02
CFQA
+FCQA
Sub-total
0.23 0.26 0.31 0.26 0.25 0.22 0.27 0.32 0.27 0.27 0.03
Caffeoyl
tryptophan
0.54 0.57 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.51 0.60 0.70 0.61 0.58 0.06
Unknown 2 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.01
CGA total 9.36 10.19 9.51 9.01 9.29 8.90 9.64 10.06 9.43 9.49 0.43
The contents of caffeine and individual chlorogenic acid (as CGA equivalents, 
without correction for response factors) were calculated using the following 
regression equations :
Caffeine (fig/ml) = -3.348 + 1.37 x 10'5 (peak area), r > 0.999 and 
5-CQA (fig/ml )=1.281 + 1.10x 10 '5 (peak area), r > 0.999.
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and b, respectively.
3.1.3 Individual chlorogenic acid and caffeine content in Indian Arabica green 
coffee
The data so obtained are presented (% dry matter basis, mean ± standard 
deviation) in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 : Content of individual chlorogenic acids and caffeine (% dry basis) in
Indian Arabica coffee
Compound
analysed
Dry-processed
n=3 sd (±)
Wet-processed
n=3 sd (±)
Monsoon-processed
n=3 sd (±)
3-CQA 0.37 0.01 0.34 0.01 0.63 0.00
4-CQA 0.50 0.01 0.42 0.01 0.71 0.01
5-CQA 4.23 0.01 3.64 0.01 4.19 0.01
CQA Sub - 
total
5.10 0.01 4.40 0.03 5.54 0.02
Caffeic
acid
0.08 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.19 0.01
5-p-CoQA 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.00
4-FQA 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.05 0.00
5-FQA 0.35 0.01 0.33 0.02 0.26 0.00
FQA Sub­
total
0.40 0.02 0.39 0.03 0.31 0.00
Unknown 1 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01
3,4-di-
CQA
0.18 0.01 0.15 0.02 0.24 0.01
3,5-di-
CQA
0.37 0.02 0.41 0.05 0.50 0.00
4,5-di-
CQA
0.27 0.04 0.21 0.03 0.34 0.00
di-CQA
Sub-total
0.82 0.08 0.77 0.01 1.08 0.01
Unknown 2 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.00
Total CGA 6.60 0.20 5.80 0.02 7.05 0.04
Caffeine 1.50 0.10 1.27 0.06 1.52 0.05
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3.1.4 The chlorogenic acid and caffeine content in Indian Robusta green coffees
Table3.5 : The chlorogenic acid and caffeine content (% dry mass basis) in Indian 
 ____________ Robusta green coffee.__________________
Compound
analysed
Wet-processed Dry-processed Monsoon-
processed
‘AB’
n=9
sd(±) ‘PB’
n=3
sd(±) ‘AB’
n=6
sd(±) ‘PB’
n=3
sd(±) ‘AA’
n=3
sd(±)
3-CQA 0.44 0.03 0.43 0.01 0.43 0.11 0.43 0.01 0.64 0.00
4-CQA 0.57 0.02 0.59 0.03 0.48 0.10 0.53 0.02 0.74 0.01
5-CQA 4.49 0.02 4.90 0.01 3.49 0.46 3.76 0.06 4.50 0.01
CQA Sub­
total
5.50 0.07 5.92 0.04 4.39 0.67 4.73 0.09 5.88 0.02
Caffeic acid 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.12 0.02
5-p-CoQA 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.00
4-FQA 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.09 0.00
5-FQA 0.89 0.07 0.85 0.05 0.83 0.05 0.83 0.01 0.69 0.00
FQA Sub­
total
0.98 0.08 0.94 0.05 0.94 0.05 0.93 0.01 0.78 0.00
Unknown 1 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.01
3,4-di-CQA 0.52 0.05 0.51 0.03 0.44 0.05 0.46 0.07' 0.71 0.01
3,5-di-CQA 0.81 0.08 0.77 0.06 0.61 0.08 0.67 0.13 0.71 0.01
4,5-di-CQA 0.47 0.05 0.52 0.08 0.47 0.04 0.52 0.03 0.84 0.01
di-CQA
Sub-total
1.80 0.18 1.80 0.17 1.52 0.17 1.65 0.23 2.26 0.01
3C,4-FQA 
+ 3F,4- 
CQA
0.13 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.14 0.02 0.13 0.01
3C,5-FQA 
+3F,5-CQA
0.14 0.02 0.12 0.01 0.13 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.08 0.00
CFQA +
FCQA
Sub-total
0.27 0.03 0.24 0.01 0.28 0.01 0.26 0.03 0.21 0.01
Caffeoyl
tryptophan
0.58 0.06 0.57 0.03 0.45 0.10 0.48 0.09 0.57 0.00
Unknown 0.17 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.14 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.12 0.00
CGA total 9.49 0.04 9.84 0.03 7.94 0.08 8.38 0.02 9.99 0.06
Caffeine 3.15 0.02 3.00 0.02 2.90 0.04 2.70 0.03 2.52 0.06
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3.1.5 The chlorogenic acids and caffeine content in immature and mature dry- 
processed Indian Robusta green coffee beans 
Table 3.6 : The content of individual chlorogenic acids and of caffeine (% dry mass
basis) in immature and fully mature dry-processed Indian Robusta green coffee beans
Compound analysed Immature beans Mature beans
‘AB’- grade ‘AB’- grade
n=3 sd(±) n=3 sd(±)
3-CQA 0.45 0.04 0.43 0.04
4-CQA 0.60 0.03 0.56 0.02
5-CQA 4.51 0.51 3.89 0.30
CQA Sub-total 5.56 0.58 4.88 0.33
Caffeic acid 0.07 0.01 0.07 0.01
5-p-CoQA 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.00
4-FQA 0.08 0.01 0.11 0.00
5-FQA 0.66 0.02 0.81 0.04
FQA Sub-total 0.74 0.01 0.92 0.04
Unknown 1 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.01
3,4-di-CQA 0.62 0.04 0.52 0.03
3,5-di-CQA 0.80 0.11 0.65 0.09
4,5-di-CQA 0.61 0.01 0.58 0.02
di-CQA Sub-total 2.23 0.16 1.75 0.14
3C,4-FQA + 3F,4-CQA 0.16 0.01 0.16 0.02
3C,5-FQA +3F,5-CQA 0.11 0.01 0.11 0.01
CFQA + FCQA Sub-total 0.27 0.01 0.27 0.02
Caffeoyl tryptophan 0.67 0.02 0.56 0.02
Unknown 2 0.17 0.01 0.15 0.01
CGA total 9.65 0.70 8.73 0.53
Caffeine 2.60 0.02 2.40 0.08
3.2 Discussion
3.2.1 Moisture content o f  green coffee
The mean moisture content (duplicate determination, % dry weight) of 
commercial grades of wet-, dry- and monsoon-processed Indian Arabica and Robusta 
green coffee are shown in Table 3.1. Several methods have been proposed for the 
determination of water content (moisture) in green, roasted coffee beans (Clarke, 
1985). Recently, some of the methods have been developed by ISO and developed
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green coffee and Karl Fischer method for green, roasted and soluble coffee (Illy & 
Viani, 1995). The values of moisture content of Indian green coffee obtained by loss in 
mass at 105°C method are commensurate with trade only.
3.2.2 The chlorogenic acids and caffeine content o f  Indian Arabica green coffee
The contents of individual chlorogenic acids content and caffeine of Indian dry- 
, wet- and monsoon-processed Arabica green coffees were determined by HPLC, on - 
% dry basis, and are shown in table 3.4. The wet-processed Arabica coffee showed 
lower levels of total chlorogenic acids than dry and monsoon processed Arabica 
coffee. The level of 5-CQA, total CQA, di-CQA, as well as caffeine in wet processed 
Arabica green coffees were also lower than dry- and monsoon- processed Arabica 
green coffees. The monsoon-processed Arabica coffee contained a much higher level 
of caffeic acid than that of dry- and wet-processed Arabicas. In wet- and dry- 
processed Arabica coffees, the level of 3,5-di-CQA was significantly higher than other 
isomers of di-CQA.
Monsoon-processed Arabica coffee showed higher level of CQA and di-CQA 
and thus total CGA, as compared with dry- and wet- processed Arabica coffees. 
However, from the Table 3.4 it is clear that there was a lower content of FQA in 
monsooned coffee than in wet- and dry- processed Arabica coffees. From Table 3.4 it 
is also clear that there was more caffeic acid than in wet- and dry- processed Arabica 
green coffee. This seems to be the most significant compositional difference 
characterising monsoon- processed Arabica coffee.
Previous studies of Clifford and Kazi (1987) have shown that there is an 
increase in the CQA : di-CQA ratio in the final 5-6 weeks of fruit maturation. De 
Menezes (1994) reported that there was a statistically significant association between 
the CQA : di-CQA ratio and maturity in samples of Coffea arabica cv vermelho 
prepared by both dry- and wet-processing methods. It is generally accepted that the 
quality of Indian Arabica coffee is rated as Monsoon- > Wet- > Dry- processed.
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It is possible that the higher levels of CQA, di-CQA and thus total CGA, and 
the greater content of caffeic acid and slightly lower level of FQA content in 
monsooned Arabica coffee may be due in some way to the method of preparation and 
contribute directly or indirectly to the unique quality of the beverage, in particular the 
neutral mellow2 flavour.
There were no significant differences in the level of caffeine between dry-, 
wet- and monsoon- processed Arabica coffees.
3.2.3 Chlorogenic acid and caffeine content in Indian Rohusta green coffee
The data obtained for wet-, dry- and monsoon- processed Indian Robusta 
green coffee beans are shown in Table 3.5. The data indicate that the wet-processed 
AB grade of Robusta coffee had a higher level of 5-CQA and 3,4-di-CQA (both p < 
0.5) total CQA, 3,5-di-CQA and total CGA (p < 0.01) than dry-processed Robusta AB 
green coffee beans. There were no significant differences in total FQA and caffeine 
contents between these two samples of green coffee. As was seen for monsoon- 
processed cherry coffee, there was a lower content of total FQA found in Monsooned 
Robusta cherry coffees than wet- and dry- processed Robusta AB grade of coffee (p< 
0.05). There were also significant differences in total CQA, caffeic acid, total di-CQA 
and total CGA (p < 0.01) in monsooned Robusta AA grades of coffee compared with 
cherry AB coffee. The monsooned Robusta cherry AA coffees had greater content of 
3-CQA, and caffeic acid, (p > 0.01) and a lower level of total FQA (p < 0.05) than 
Robusta wet- processed AB coffee. There were no significant differences in the 
caffeine, total CFQA or caffeoyl tryptophan contents between these three processed 
Indian Robusta green coffee samples.
2 Mellov/a balanced coffee whose basic organoleptic characteristics are just at the right level ,with 
none particularly apparent, giving an impression of roundness, and reflecting a harmonious balance in 
the strength/body not too acid, not too bitter but dense and rich flavour as defined by Lingle(1988)
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-  3.2.4 Chlorogenic acid and caffeine contents in immature and fu lly  matured dry
processed AB grade o f  Indian Rohusta coffee
The quantitative data for chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents on % dry 
basis, obtained by HPLC analysis, are shown in Table 3.6. The data indicate that the 
immature (green coloured) dry- processed AB grade coffee beans, analysed as an 
additional study, had a significantly lower content of 5-FQA (and hence total FQA) 
and significantly higher 3,4-di-CQA (and hence total di-CQA), when compared with 
the fully mature (golden brown coloured) beans from the same commercial grades of 
Robusta cherry AB samples. The mature beans had a slightly lower (p < 0.05) caffeine 
content than the immature coffee beans.
Clifford and Kazi (1987) previously reported on the progressive changes in the 
CGA content of two clones of Ivory Coast Robusta as the fruits matured. Firstly, the 
beans used in the 1987 study were obtained from fruit harvested a definite number of 
weeks after flowering and thus each sample was fairly uniform in maturity, where as 
the immature beans used in this study were obtained by manual sorting of a commercial 
batch, and thus were of a less precisely defined stage of maturity. Secondly, there is 
some evidence that seasonal and clonal factors influence the changes observed 
(Clifford and Kazi, 1987). However, an increase in the CQA : di-CQA ratio seems to 
be a general feature of the final five to six weeks of maturation (Clifford and Kazi, 
1987). The corresponding data for the two samples compared in this study are : mean 
ratios of 2.5 : 1 and X' 8 : 1, which suggests a similar trend, although the magnitude of 
this change is not statistically significant.
3.3 Conclusion
In conclusion we found the chlorogenic acid and caffeine contents in various 
processed Indian Arabica and Robusta green coffees varied from process to process. 
The order of total CGA content for Robusta green coffee increased, starting with dry- 
(approx. 7.6^d.b.), significantly increased for wet- (approx. 9.^d.b.) and concluded 
with monsoon-processed coffee(approx. lft/d.b.). The variation found in the case of 
Arabica green coffee was different, starting with wet- (approx. 5.8 d.b.), increasing for
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dry- (approx. 6.6 d.b.) and concluded with monsoon-processed coffee (approx. 7.0 
d.b.). There was also a small variation in the quantity of total CGA content between 
the flat and rounded bean grades of the different processed coffees.
Confirmation was also obtained that fully matured Robusta dry-processed 
Indian coffee beans (flat bean) had a lower CGA content than the immature variety.
The next chapter discusses the analysis and beverage evaluation of roasted 
Indian coffee.
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CHAPTER 4
ROASTED COFFEE 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The level of individual chlorogenic acids and of caffeine content of Indian 
Arabica and Robusta coffees subjected to different degrees of roast were determined 
by HPLC. The compounds were quantified in comparison with standard 5-CQA and 
caffeine, respectively, without correction for individual response factors.
4.1 Roasted coffee analysis
4.1.1 Indian Arabica coffee
The quantitative data for individual chlorogenic acids, total chlorogenic acids 
and caffeine of the samples of Indian Arabica coffee roasted to different degrees are 
given in the following Tables.
4.1.1.1 Washed Indian Arabica A grade coffee
The chlorogenic acid content and caffeine content (% dry mass basis) for green 
coffee (triplicate determination) and a series of roasts that cover from the lightest to 
the darkest (almost burnt) including the sub commercial medium to standard roasting 
times. The sequential roasting times were 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14 and 16 minutes. The data 
(mean of duplicate determinations in percentage d. b., with standard deviation ( ±) for 
roasted coffee) were given in the Table 4. la.
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Roasting washed Arabica A grade coffee for progressively longer times has 
provided interest in data on the fate of chlorogenic acids and caffeine and also on 
roasting loss, dry mass loss and loss of moisture content. From Table 4.1a, the 
moisture content ( %) of the green beans dropped from 7.8, to 0.1. Total CQA slowly 
fell initially from 3 to 6 minutes but after 6 minutes, the degradation rate of total CQA 
increased, degradation becoming very rapid after 10 minutes. However, initially there 
were increases in 3-CQA and 4-CQA, seemingly due to the thermally induced 
isomerisation of 5-CQA. this proportional increase was due to thermally induced 
isomerisation of 5-CQA. There was an increase in the total FQA content from the 6 to 
10 minutes roast falling sharply after 14 minutes. Roasts of 8 and 10 minutes are 
categorised as medium and standard. At such degrees of roast, maximum flavour 
development as well as good roasting quality were observed. During such roasting, the 
total CQA and di-CQA contents were reduced to about 50 % of that of green coffee. 
The caffeine content remained almost constant during the roasting process.
From the data reported above, it is clear that the individual chlorogenic acid in Indian 
Arabica coffees degrade during roasting at different rates. It was reported that 5-CQA 
is rapidly destroyed and 3-CQA produced in Arabica coffee, and di-CQA subgroup is 
destroyed more rapidly than the CQA subgroup.
These data showed that CGA degrade during the roasting process but not all 
CGA Sub-groups such as CQA, di-CQA and FQA behaved in an identical ■'
: * ■ " I manner, as seen in Fig .4.1 for Arabica washed coffee.
5-CQA decreases early in roasting ( 3-6  minutes). At this stage 5-CQA is more 
sensitive to thermal treatment and partially converted in to 3-CQA and 4-CQA. (Fig 
4.1). During this stage there is no destruction of 3-CQA and 4-CQA. Early in roasting 
(3-6 minutes) 5-CQA degrades progressively. In this period, 3-CQA and 4-CQA 
increase, although total CQA declines. It has previously been suggested that 5-CQA is 
isomerised to 3-CQA and 4-CQA and this is consistent with the data reported here.
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A similar effect is seen among the di-CQA, but here 3,5-di-CQA degrades 
more rapidly than the other isomers namely 3,4-di-CQA and 4,5-di-CQA, suggesting 
inter-conversion. Total di-CQA declines, and, if there is some loss by hydrolysis, the 
mono-ester generated may also at later stage of roasting, ranges from 8 to 10 minutes 
duration. Degradation rate of all isomers of CGA is slower in the early stage of 
roasting at extreme degree of roasting, but all CGA sub-groups are degrading very 
rapidly , as chemical reaction taking place endothermically.
One might expect FQA to behave similarly to CQA, although possibly with a 
difference in rate. At first, the total FQA content appears to be increasing. Since 
Arabica coffees do not contain CFQA, production of FQA by partial hydrolysis of 
CFQA is not an option. There was little likelihood of FQA being synthesised de novo 
during roasting. A possible explanation would be the formation of a co-eluting 
contaminant, but spectral analysis of the peaks associated to 4-FQA and 5-FQA 
revealed typical CGA spectra. Therefore any contaminant must have similar 
characteristics.
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4.1.1.2 Unwashed Arabica AB grade coffee
The data compiled for CGA and caffeine content (triplicate determination for 
green coffee analysis) and duplicate determination for roasted unwashed Arabica AB 
grade coffee are shown in Table 4. lb
Table 4.1b : The data for chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents (% dry basis) for 
green coffee of unwashed Arabica AB grade (mean of triplicate determinations) and
the mean o f  duplicate determination for roasted coffee
DEGREE OF ROAST (IN MIN..) 0 3 4 5 6 8 10
ROASTING LOSS % (wt/wt) 0.00 9.60f 12.60 15.00 15.40 20.40 22.00
MOISTURE CONTENT % 6.50^ 5.44 3.42 2.23 1.71 1.59 1.09
% DRY MASS LOSS 0.00.. 8.50l 9.50 10.00 10.75 15.50 16.60
3-CQA 0.40 0.96 0.97 0.73 0.62 0.08 0.05
4-CQA 0.50 1.20 1.18 0.90 0.77 0.09 0.05
5-CQA 4.23 2.93 2.39 1.80 1.53 0.22 0.12
TOTAL CQA 5.12 5.10 4.54 3.43 2.91 0.39 0.21
CAFFEIC ACID 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01
5-p-Co QA 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.04
4-FQA 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.05
5-FQA 0.35 0.28 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.15 0.09
TOTAL FQA 0.40 0.36 0.45 0.48 0.57 0.22 0.14
* 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.04
3,4-di-CQA 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.05 0.03
3,5-di-CQA 0.37 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.03 0.03
4,5-di-CQA 0.27 0.24 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.05 0.03
TOTAL di-CQA 0.82 0.56 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.12 0.10
** 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01
TOTAL CGA 6.60 6.21 5.65 4.57 4.04 0.84 0.44
CAFFEINE 1.50 1.62 1.69 1.80 1.78 1.68 1.56
pH OF AQUEOUS BREW - 5.20 5.00 4.96 5.00 5.92 5.96
There was an apparent, slow i increase in caffeine content with increasing 
mass loss during roasting, reflecting caffeine’s relative stability to heat. In contrast the 
total CGA content deteriorated progressively.
This was true also for 5-CQA, total CQA and total di-CQA. However, there 
were short-term increase in 3-CQA and 4-CQA during the early stages of roasting, 
reflecting the isomerisation of 5-CQA and possibly the hydrolysis of di-CQA, while the 
beans contained sufficient water.
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As 4-CQA, 4-FQA also increased between 3 to 6 minutes, but, in contrast to 5- 
CQA, 5-FQA showed apparent ' increase between 5 and 6 minutes. Since there 
is no obvious source for additional 5-FQA, it is suggested that this is due to an artefact 
co-eluting with 5-FQA.
As this particular grade AB coffee of unwashed Arabica contained a mixture of 
mature and immature beans, the roasting times of 14 and 16 minutes were deleted and 
only six roasts were performed. The rates of degradation of CQA content at the initial 
roasts, 3 and 4 minutes, and rapid decrease in total CQA content appeared from 5 to 6 
minutes with drastic degradation of CQA content appearing in 8 and 10 minutes. There 
was a proportional increase of FQA content at 5 and 6 minutes roasts. There were 
drastic degradation of CQA, FQA and di-CQA contents, and hence total CGA content 
from 8 and 10 minutes were observed as these roasts are considered extreme in this 
particular study. There was also a slight increase in caffeine content during the 
roasting process.
4.1.1.3 Monsooned Arabica -AA grade coffee
In this special study, only three degrees of roasting were performed, 3^  5 and 
6 minutes, as light, medium and dark roast, respectively. The data obtained for 
chlorogenic acid and caffeine contents (triplicate determination in the case of green 
coffee) and duplicate determinations for roasted Monsooned Arabica AA grade coffee 
are given in the Table 4.1c.
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Table 4.1c : The data for chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents (% dry basis) for 
green coffee of Monsooned Arabica AA grade (mean of triplicate determinations) and 
the mean of duplicate determination for roasted coffee
DEGREE OF ROAST 0 Light Medium Dark
DEGREE OF ROAST ( Min.) 0 3 5 6
ROASTING LOSS % (wt/wt) 0 12 16 22
MOISTURE CONTENT % 7.27 3.54 1.82 1.38
3-CQA 0.63 0.82 0.43 0.16
4-CQA 0.71 0.94 0.39 0.18
5-CQA 4.19 2.00 0.70 0.33
TOTAL CQA 5.54 3.76 1.53 0.67
CAFFEIC ACID 0.19 0.05 0.06 0.02
5-p-CoQA 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05
4-FQA 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.07
5-FQA 0.26 0.43 0.47 0.26
TOTAL FQA 0.31 0.51 0.56 0.32
* 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.03
3,4-di-CQA 0.24 0.16 0.08 0.05
3,5-di-CQA 0.30 0.14 0.10 0.03
4,5-di-CQA 0.34 0.20 0.05 0.02
TOTAL di-CQA 0.87 0.51 0.22 0.10
** 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.00
TOTAL CGA 7.05 5.01 2.51 1.19
CAFFEINE 1.52 1.59 1.64 1.55
pH OF AQUEOUS BREW 5.11 5.45 5.76
As described in chapter 2, this monsoon- processed Indian Arabica cherry AB 
grade is a fully matured coffee (whole crop cherry) and A grade in raw and cupping 
quality. Monsoon-processed coffee is a speciality exclusive to India Monsooned coffee 
is characterised by having a bean size one and half times or twice that of dry- and wet- 
processed green coffee and it is lighter pale white in colour. The data from the Table 
show that roasting loss and loss of moisture content during the roasting process are 
very rapid, and percentage of roasting loss at 3, 5 and 6 minutes roasting were 12, 16 
and 22, compared with, say, unwashed Arabica AB of 8.5,10 and 10.75 %, 
respectively. Sub-totals of CQA, di-CQA and caffeic acid contents decreased during 
the roasting process, but total FQA was higher at light and medium roast. Total 
CGA content decreased during the roasting process, but caffeine content remained 
virtually constant. The rate of degradation of CQA, di-CQA and total CGA content 
were almost similar. Very rapid disappearance of caffeic acid was observed in this
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roasting study. The pre-existing caffeic acid is lost rapidly. Presumably caffeic acid is 
released by hydrolysis of di-CQA and CQA hydrolysis but does not accumulate.
4.1.2 Indian Robusta coffees
Quantitative data in the form of means of duplicate determination ( % d. b.) 
for chlorogenic acids and caffeine for the different degrees of roasted commercial 
grades of wet- and dry- processed Indian Robusta coffees are presented. The degrees 
of roast were 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10,14 and 16 minutes respectively for Robusta unwashed 
and washed AB and PB grades. However, in the case of speciality coffees, i.e., 
Monsooned Robusta AA grade coffee, only three degrees of roasting were carried out, 
3 minutes for light, 5 minutes for medium to standard and 6 minutes for dark roast. 
They were analysed for CGA and caffeine content ( % d. b., in duplicate).
4.1.2.1 Unwashed Robusta AB grade coffee
The data obtained for chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents (% dry basis) for 
green coffee of unwashed Robusta AB grade (mean of triplicate determinations) and 
the mean of duplicate determination for roasted coffee are given in Table 4.2a.
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Table 4.2a : The data for chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents (% dry basis) for 
green coffee of unwashed Robusta AB grade (mean of triplicate determinations) and 
the mean of duplicate determination for roasted coffee
DEGREE OF ROAST(MIN.) 0 3 4 5 6 8 10 14 16
IN SECONDS 180 240 300 360 480 600 840 960
ROASTING LOSS %(wt/wt) 7.2 8.8 9.6 12.8 15.2 16.4 16.8 18
MOISTURE CONTENT % 7.50 5.08 4.06 3.16 1.83 1.70 1.69 1.60 1.44
% DRY MASS LOSS 0.00 4.80 5.30 7.11 7.11 8.41 8.90 9.30 11.90
3-CQA
4-CQA
5-CQA
0.35
0.47
3.29
0.75
1.01
2.36
0.76
1.03
2.21
0.82
1.14
1.94
0.59
0.83
1.56
0.24
0.36
0.65
0.17
0.32
0.51
0.12
0.16
0.38
0.08
0.08
0.17
TOTAL CQA 4.11 4.12 4.00 3.90 2.99 1.24 1.00 0.66 0.34
CAFFEIC ACID 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03
5-p-Co QA 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.05
4-FQA 0.10 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.09
5-FQA 0.85 0.52 0.55 0.59 0.65 0.37 0.29 0.27 0.17
TOTAL FQA 0.95 0.69 0.76 0.81 0.87 0.53 0.46 0.41 0.26
* 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.04
CAFFEOYL TYROSINE
ANGOLA II
3,4-di-CQA 0.41 0.34 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.17 0.07 0.07 0.05
3,5-di-CQA 0.60 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.03
4,5-di-CQA 0.45 0.41 0.39 0.33 0.24 0.10 0.09 0.04 0.03
TOTAL di-CQA 1.45 0.99 0.95 0.81 0.70 0.39 0.24 0.15 0.10
3C,4-FQA + 3F,5-CQA 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.02
3C, 5-FQA + 3F,5-CQA 0.12 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.23 0.19 0.03 0.02 0.02
TOTAL CFQA + FCQA 0.26 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.32 0.27 0.10 0.08 0.04
CAFFEOYL TRYPTOPHAN 0.45 0.44 0.41 0.38 0.37 0.34 0.18 0.16 0.12
** 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.05
TOTAL CGA 7.55 6.63 6.48 6.24 5.55 2.94 2.23 1.69 1.03
CAFFEINE 2.90 2.94 2.97 2.99 3.10 3.13 3.40 3.43 3.45
pH OF AQUEOUS BREW 5.80 5.60 5.34 5.22 5.57 5.70 5.91 6.10
The total CGA content steadily decreased during the early roasting time 
between 3 to 6 minutes. It is then steadily reduced at 8 to 10 minutes and then 
drastically reduced at 14 to 16 minutes. A steady decrease in caffeoyl tryptophan and 
total FQA content during early stage of roasting from 3 to 8 minute and a rapid 
decrease in quantity after 10 minutes up to 16 minutes. There were rapid increase in
3-CQA and 4-CQA content at the initial stages of roasting at 3 to 5 minutes and at 6 
and 8 minutes a steady increase was observed, corresponding to rapid decreases in 5- 
CQA and diCQA, as these isomers are sensitive to heat treatment. However, after 10
t j  iu
minutes roasting a rapid disappearanceysub-totals of CQA, FQA and di-CQA, CFQA + 
FCQA and hence the total CGA content occurred. A slight increase in caffeine content 
was also observed during the roasting process from about 2.7 % to 3.1 %. From above 
data, the thermal instability of the 5-CQA, FQA, di-CQA and CFQA + FCQA 
during the roasting is evident. From the above observation, over a series of roasting 
levels from lightest to darkest, about 11% to 13 % roasting loss occurred, 
corresponding to light to medium and standard roast levels and the pH of aqueous 
brews were optimum 5.2 to 5.3, and providing well balanced liquor quality.
4.1.2.2 : Unwashed Robusta PB grade coffee
The quantitative data obtained for the chlorogenic acid and caffeine content of 
green coffee of unwashed Robusta PB grade (triplicate determination) and roasted 
coffees (duplicate determination) are given in Table 4.2b.
From the data shown in Table 4.2b, it can be seen that rounded or PB beans 
naturally provides even roasts and heat transfers to the bean uniformly as this roll 
readily while roasting. As compared to the flat beans, the quantitative data as stated 
above reveals that the rapid effect of heat on chlorogenic acids and degradation rates 
of total CQA, di-CQA and hence total CGA content faster than that of AB grades of 
unwashed Robusta. Caffeoyl tryptophan content decreases steadily up to 8 minutes 
roasting then degrading sharply, the total FQA content was relatively stable up to 8 
minutes roasting time, but then FQA decreased more rapidly. At 16 minutes CQA and 
di-CQA, retained only about 5-10 % of the original contents of the green coffee, and 
about 15 % of total CGA.
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4.1.2.3 Washed Indian Robusta AB grade coffee
The contents of individual chlorogenic acids and caffeine, obtained for green 
coffee duplicate determination and triplicate determination roasted coffees, are 
presented in Table 4.2c on the next page.
The data for the CGA and caffeine content of washed Robusta AB grade coffee 
indicate that the rate of degradation of total CGA content was slow from 3 to 4 
minutes roasting, more rapid thereafter ' up to 16 minutes. As
expected from the previous experiments, the FQA content was almost stable to heat 
from 3 to 14 minutes roasting. Degradation of total CGA content is slower during the 
roasting of washed Robustas than unwashed Robustas. This slower degradation may 
be due to the washing effect and the maturity of the coffee beans. As expected, there 
were no changes of caffeine content during the roasting process, even at extreme roast 
the roasting loss was 14.4 % when only about 30 % CGA had been retained.
Quantitative data for individual chlorogenic acid in green and roasted coffee 
shows that CGA degrades during the roasting process but not all CGA subgroups such 
as CQA, di-CQA and FQA behave in an identical manner as shown in Fig 4.2 for 
Robusta coffee.
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Fig. 4.2a : CQA content vs Degree of Roastin indian Washed Robusta
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4.1.2.4 Washed Robusta PB grade coffee
The levehof individual chlorogenic acidr-and caffeine of washed Robusta PB 
grade green coffee (triplicate determination) and of coffees with different degrees of 
roast (duplicate determination) are given in Table 4.2d orynext page.
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The data shown in the above table indicate that heat transfer to the beans 
during the roasting process woh , even in PB grades of washed Robusta coffee and that 
the degradation rate of total CQA and di-CQA and hence total CGA content is higher 
than that for flat beans. At 8 minutes roast, the total CGA content reduced to about 50 
% of that of green coffee.Slow steady degradation of total FQA content was observed. 
Roasting loss at various degrees of roasting/almost similar values in AB and PB grades 
of washed Robusta coffees. Unlike AB grades of washed Robusta, degradation of 
CGA content was higher in this case because of uniform heat transfer to the body of 
rounded coffee beans while roasting and the CGA compounds behave -
4.1.2.5 Indian Monsooned Robusta AA grade coffee
The levels of CGA and caffeine determined for Monsooned Robusta AA grade 
green coffee (mean of triplicate determination) and duplicate analysis for light, medium 
to standard and dark roasted coffees are summarised in the following Table 4.2e.
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Table 4.2e : The data for chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents (% dry basis) for green 
coffee grade Indian Monsooned Robusta AA(mean of triplicate determinations) and the
mean of duplicate determination for roasted coffee
Degree of Roast 
(Min.)
0 Light
(3)
Medium(
5)
Dark
(6)
In Seconds 0 180 300 360
ROASTING LOSS %(wt/wt) 0 12 16 20
MOISTURE CONTENT % 7.38 4.75 1.5 1.35
% DRY MASS LOSS 9.37 10.12 13.97
3-CQA 0.64 0.93 0.42 0.23
4-CQA 0.74 1.13 0.56 0.26
5-CQA 4.50 2.88 0.93 0.48
TOTAL CQA 5.88 4.95 1.91 0.97
CAFFEIC ACID 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.03
5-p-Co QA 0.02 0.17 0.08 0.05
4-FQA 0.09 0.17 0.17 0.15
5-FQA 0.69 0.52 0.61 0.42
TOTAL FQA 0.78 0.68 0.78 0.57
* 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.04
CAFFEOYL TYROSINE
ANGOLA II 0.05 0.14 0.14
3,4-di-CQA 0.71 0.56 0.17 0.12
3,5-di-CQA 0.71 0.45 0.15 0.10
4,5-di-CQA 0.84 0.64 0.17 0.11
TOTAL di-CQA 2.26 1.65 0.49 0.33
3C,4-FQA + 3F,5-CQA 0.13 0.12 0.06 0.04
3C,5-FQA + 3F,5-CQA 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02
TOTAL CFQA + FCQA 0.21 0.18 0.11 0.06
CAFFEOYL TRYPTOPHAN 0.57 0.48 0.24 0.08
* 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.05
TOTAL CGA 9.98 8.34 3.93 2.32
CAFFEINE 2.52 2.59 2.70 2.78
pH OF AQUEOUS BREW 5.48 5.46 5.65
The above data showed ’ ' that slow degradation of CGA content at a 
lighter roast corresponding to 3 minutes, ushUtat medium roast of 5 minutes roasting 
time, the degradation rates of total CGA content is very high. At 6 minutes roast, 
corresponding to dark roast, the CGA content was reduced to 25% of the original 
content in raw coffee beans.
The following section summarises the Beverage Quality of Indian Arabica and 
Robusta coffees.
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4.2.1.1: Washed Arabica A grade coffee
Table 4.3.1a indicate that 5,6, 8 and 10 minutes roasting which corresponds to
11.4 %, 12.6 %, 14 % and 15.4 % roasting loss, and results in fair average quality ( 
FAQ ) to good to fine in both roast and beverage quality. At the early stage of roasting
IAUl J.cntfc
no proper roast and beverage properties have developed an^the extreme roast with 
drastic degradation of CGA content. ^ a/nd. burnt and darker colour of roast 
and liquor -Jfo beverage quality declined, yielding a strong bitter taste. Flavour was 
found to be better when the degree of roast was 6 to 10 minutes.
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4.3 Conclusion
This chapter discussed CGA and caffeine contents of variously processed 
Indian Arabica and Robusta roasted coffees. Degradation of CGA content was shown 
to be slow initially, culminating in drastic degradation at higher roasting degrees. 
Beverage quality was found to be good when the roasting time was 6-10 minutes. At 
lower roasting times the beverage quality was poor and for times between 10 to 14 
minutes the quality was FAQ. For darker roasts the beverage quality declined.
Chapter 5 briefly discusses the kinetics of CGA in Indian Arabica and Robusta 
coffee during roasting.
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CHAPTER 5
KINETICS OF CHLOROGENIC 
ACIDS DEGRADATION IN 
INDIAN ARABICA AND 
ROBUSTA COFFEES DURING
ROASTING
5.1 Introduction
The contents of individual CGA were determined by HPLC, as previously 
described. The samples analysed in the foregoing chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis were 
washed, dry- and monsoon- processed Indian Arabica and Robusta commercial coffees 
both before and after roasting. From the data, it has been observed that CGA contents 
are found in the range of 5.8 to 10.0 percentage dry basis. The CQA and di-CQA 
isomers predominate over the FQA isomers. As a whole, CGA are degraded depending 
upon the degree of roasting. Chemical changes and reactions can take place within the 
coffee beans at widely differing rates. They may be exothermic, partially endothermic 
and endothermic. Recently a degradation mechanism for chlorogenic acids during 
roasting has been proposed (Leloup et al, 1995).
From the data reported in Chapter 4, it is clear that the individual chlorogenic 
acids in Indian Arabica and Robusta coffees degrade during roasting at different rates. 
It was reported that 5-CQA is rapidly destroyed and 3-CQA produced in Arabica 
coffee, and di-CQA subgroup is destroyed more rapidly than the CQA subgroup. This 
Chapter explains rate of reaction and behaviour of individual isomers of CGA 
pyrolysis. Despite many studies on the chlorogenic acids in green coffee beans 
worldwide only a few studies have considered the kinetics of CGA degradation during 
roasting Clifford (1985a). Hence, the detailed kinetic behaviour of CGA at various 
degree roasting in both Indian Arabica and Robusta coffees,- wet-, dry- and monsoon- 
processed has been studied.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Wet-, dry- and monsoon- processed Indian Arabica and Robusta green coffee 
samples were roasted at 240°C for various times. Samples were analysed by HPLC and 
quantitative results for individual chlorogenic acid during roasting process were 
reported and discussed in the Chapter 4. Mean values (triplicate determinations in the 
case of green coffees and duplicate determinations in the case of roasted coffee beans) 
are taken for this kinetic study of chlorogenic acid degradation.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
Quantitative data for individual chlorogenic acid in green and roasted coffee 
were obtained arid discussed in the Chapter 3 and 4, respectively. These data showed 
that CGA degrade during the roasting process but not all CGA subgroups such as 
CQA, di-CQA and FQA behaved in an identical manner, as shown in Fig 4.1 and 4.2 
for Arabica and Robusta coffees, respectively.
5-CQA decreases early in roasting (3 compared with 6 minutes). At this stage 
5-CQA is more sensitive to thermal treatment and partially converted in to 3-CQA and
4-CQA. (Fig 5.1). During this stage there is no destruction of 3-CQA and 4-CQA. 
Early in roasting (3-6 minutes) 5-CQA degrades progressively. In this period, 3-CQA 
and 4-CQA increase, although total CQA declines. It has previously been suggested 
that 5-CQA is isomerised to 3-CQA and 4-CQA and this is consistent with the data 
reported here.
A similar effect is seen among the .di-CQA, but here 3,5-di-CQA degrades 
more rapidly than the other isomers namely 3,4-di-CQA and 4,5-di-CQA, suggesting 
inter-conversion. Total di-CQA declines, and, if there is some loss by hydrolysis, the 
mono-ester generated may also at later stage of roasting, ranges from 8 to 10 minutes 
duration. Degradation rate of all isomers of CGA is slower in the early stage of 
roasting and faster at extreme degrees of roasting, but all CGA sub-groups are 
degrading very rapidly, as chemical reaction taking place endothermically.
One might expect FQA to behave similarly to CQA, although possibly with a 
difference in rate. At first, the total FQA content appears to be increasing. Since 
Arabica coffees do not contain CFQA, production of FQA by partial hydrolysis of 
CFQA is not an option. There was little likelihood of FQA being synthesised de novo 
during roasting. A possible explanation would be the formation of a co-eluting 
contaminant, but spectral analysis of the peaks associated to 4-FQA and 5-FQA 
revealed typical CGA spectra. Therefore any contaminant must have similar
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characteristics.
Rate of reaction for the kinetics of First Order has been calculated for 
individual chlorogenic acids and its sub groups by using the equation as follows:
The rate of reaction at time t (degree of roast) is proportional to the content of 
CGA at time t, i.e. -dCa/dt = kj Ca. The proportionality factor ki is called the specific 
rate constant of the first order reaction. On setting Ca = 1, the significance of this 
constant may be seen to be the speed of reaction when CGA content is constant and 
equal to unity. The units of ki follow from kj = (-1 /Ca)(dCa/dt) as a reciprocal time. 
For first order reaction constant k} should be a constant characteristic of the reaction, 
independent of the content, and a function of the temperature only.
Let a be the initial content of CGA and x  the decrease in percent of CGA due 
to reaction up to time t. Then Ca = (a-x) at time t -  dCa/dt = -d(a-x)/dt = djdt, and 
now equation -dCa/dt becomes ki(a-x), where ki is constant at time t.
This equation gives the rate for a first order reaction in terms of the initial percentage 
of CGA content and the amount of the CGA reacted. Then equation converts at the 
start of reaction t = 0, and x = 0, and x = x at time t, obtain
I0X dy/a-x = y  ki dt
[-ln(a-*)]0x= M o1 
In a/(a-x) = kit
First knowing the initial percentage of CGA and the percentage of reactant at various 
elapsed times, a, (a-x), and t may be substituted into the equation and k\ calculated 
for. If the reaction is first order, a series of Ary’s is thus obtained which are constant 
within the accuracy of the experiment. The above equation was tested graphically in 
this experiment. Now the equation becomes 
In (a-x) = -kit + In a or log i0 (a-x) = (-/q/2.303)/ + logio a
In this experiment, a is constant, a plot of log (a-x) vs t yielding a straight line in which 
the y intercept will be logiofl and the slope (-&//2.303). If the plot constructed from the 
experimental data is found to be linear, the reaction is considered as of first order, and 
by taking the slope line, results in ki = -2.303(slope). The unit of the rate of reaction is
per second in this experiment. Fig. 5.1a and 5.1b are graphic representations of the rate 
of degradation of CQA sub-groups and CGA subgroups vs degree of roast in washed 
Arabica A grade coffee, respectively.
Figure 5.1a: Plot of CQA content (ln(a-x)) against time of roasting (s) for Washed 
Indian Arabica A grade Coffee.
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5.3.1 Kinetics o f  chlorogenic acid degradation in Indian washed, unwashed and 
monsoon- processed Arabica coffees
The relative chlorogenic acid percent loss per second for washed, unwashed 
and monsooned Arabica shows that there were significant differences in the 
coefficients between monsooned and washed or unwashed coffee during roasting. 
However, there are no significant differences in degradation rate of chlorogenic acids 
between washed and unwashed Arabica when compared at 180, 300 and 360 seconds 
roasting periods where as the monsooned Arabica coffees have significantly higher rate 
of degradation of all isomers of CGA and hence of total CGA. The degradation rate of 
total chlorogenic acids in unwashed Arabica coffee is much more rapid than washed 
Arabica coffee when compared at later stage of roasting (480 and 600 seconds). The 
differential rate of degradation loss of chlorogenic acids may implicate the method of 
processing of coffee. The most striking feature of these coefficients is that CGA 
content very rapidly degraded in the shorter roasting periods in the case of monsooned 
when compared with the dry and wet processed Arabica coffees. The variation in 
coefficients is greater during the early roasting period.
5.3.2 Kinetics o f  chlorogenic acid degradation in Indian unwashed, monsooned 
and wet- processed Robusta coffees
The relative coefficients for chlorogenic acids in series of roasted Indian 
Robusta coffees are shown in Table 5.2. The series of roasted Robusta coffee beans 
prepared by different processes reveals that, as Arabica coffee, here also the 
degradation rate of chlorogenic acids are much higher than in washed or unwashed 
Robusta flat coffee beans. The degradation rates of chlorogenic acids in monsooned 
Arabica coffees were significantly higher than in monsooned Robustas. However from 
the data, it is also indicated that there are no significant differences in the coefficient 
values between flat (AB grade) and rounded (PB grade) within the dry- and wet- 
processed Robusta coffees during roasting process. The relative coefficient values in 
washed Robusta coffee are slightly higher than in dry- processed Robusta coffees. 
However, as far as FQA content in both Robusta and Arabicas is concerned, the 
relative coefficients are similar, as discussed in earlier paragraphs of this chapter.
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The rates of degradation of chlorogenic acids in dry processed Robusta coffee 
AB and PB are almost identical. The relative coefficients for total CGA content in wet- 
processed did not differ significantly either. Table 5.2 shows that the relative 
coefficients for CGA content in wet- processed are higher than dry-processed 
Robustas. In particular, CGA content is more rapidly destroyed in both monsooned 
Arabica and Robusta coffees at early degree of roasting than in dry- or wet- processed 
Robustas.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter attempted a brief study of the kinetics of CGA degradation in 
Indian dry-, wet- and monsoon-processed Arabica and Robusta coffees at various 
degrees of roasting. The kinetics showed that CGA content very rapidly degraded in 
the shorter roasting periods in the case of monsooned when compared with the dry- 
and wet- processed Arabica coffees.
The next and final chapter provides a general discussion and overall conclusion 
to the research carried out on CGA and caffeine contents in commercial grades of 
green and roasted Indian coffee beans.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION
AND
CONCLUSION
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The main objective of this study was to determine quantitatively the contents 
of chlorogenic acid and caffeine on percentage dry basis in main commercial grades 
of wet- dry-, monsoon- processed Indian Arabica and Robusta green and roasted 
coffees by using reversed phase HPLC analysis. The study involved beverage quality 
of a series of roasted coffees from the lightest to darkest roasts up to the burnt in the 
case of both wet- and dry- processed, and light, medium to standard and dark roasts 
with respect to monsooned Arabica and Robusta coffees.
The term total chlorogenic acids (total CGA) comprises mainly totals of CQA, 
FQA and di-CQA in case of Arabicas. The totals of CFQA + FCQA, and caffeoyl- 
tryptophan added in the case of Robusta. Significant differences between the total 
CGA content were noticed in wet-, dry-, monsoon- processed Arabica and Robusta 
green coffees. There were no significant differences in total CGA and caffeine content 
between AB (flat beans) and PB (pea berry) grades within wet- and dry- processed 
coffees. Significantly different CGA content were also observed in immature and 
fully matured dry- processed Robusta flat green coffee beans.
The mean chlorogenic acid contents (% dry basis) of wet-, dry- and monsoon- 
processed Indian Arabica and Robusta green coffees by HPLC are in the range of 5.8 
to 7.1 and 7.6 -10.0, respectively. Higher content of chlorogenic acids are found in 
both monsooned Arabicas and Robustas when compared to dry- and wet- processed.
Monsooned Arabica and Robusta green coffees are characterised by significantly 
higher caffeic acid and total chlorogenic acid contents when compared ' /  wet- and 
dry- processed coffees.
The means of duplicate determination of caffeine content (% dry basis) were 
obtained by HPLC and the values are in the range of 1.3 to 1.5 and 2.7 to 3.0 in Indian 
Arabica and Robusta green coffees, respectively. There were no significant 
differences in caffeine content associated with method of processing of green coffees 
of Arabica and Robusta.
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Monsooned coffees were also characterised by shorter roasting periods and 
more rapid destruction of CGA when compared with wet- and dry- processed Arabica 
and Robustas.
Chlorogenic acids steadily degraded during initial degree of roasting and 
rapidly decomposed during darker and extreme degree* of roasting. The loss of total 
CGA may reach 80-90 % in darkest roasted Arabica and Robusta coffees. Higher 
levels of 5-FQA and hence of total FQA than those of green coffee beans have been 
observed at medium to standard degrees of roasts in Arabica coffee, irrespective of 
processing methods. The increase in the levels of 3-FQA and 4-FQA in slightly 
roasted has been reported (van der Stegan & van Duijn, 1980). The relative stability 
of FQA has been reported by Pictet and Rehacek (1983) and Clifford (1972). The 
increase in 5-FQA and total FQA in this roasting study of Indian Arabica coffee can 
be seen from the CGA data analysis of different degree of roasting. Spectral matching 
was obtained for those peaks assigned as 5-FQA in both green coffee beans and 
roasted coffee beans, signifying the increase is due only to 5-FQA. In all three 
processed Robusta coffees, during the roasting process, the degradation rate of FQA is 
relatively slow in comparison with caffeoyl tryptophan. This is in marked contrast to 
thos*? of CQA and di-CQA and CFQA + FCQA.
The roasting and beverage study carried out reveals that both washed and 
unwashed Arabica coffee at medium to standard degree of roasts (viz., 6-10 minutes) 
yield better overall roast and liquor quality with optimum beverage pH between 4.9 - 
5.0. The roasting losses are about 12-16 % and CGA losses at this stage of roasting 
are in the range of 60-50 %.
The optimum beverage pH is obtained at medium to standard degree of roasts 
corresponding to 6-10 minutes. In unwashed and washed Robusta this pH value was 
observed to be 5.1 - 5.2. In the case of monsooned Arabica and Robusta at medium 
roasts, the pH ranges from 5.4- 5.5. However, in all the three processed Arabica and 
Robusta coffees the pH ranges from 5.7 to 6.1 at darker to extreme degree of roasts.
With reference to monsooned coffees, it has been observed that the CGA falls
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rapidly already at a roasting time of 5 minutes/corresponding roasting loss is about 16 
%. This contrasts with wet- and dry- processed coffee, where degradation is slower. 
This rapid loss of CGA, totalling around 65 %, and a corresponding slight increase 
in FQA content yields a medium to standard roast and beverage quality. The 
beverage pH at this stage of roasting is 5.4 and yields a well balanced neutral 
‘mellow’ cup quality. Even at darker roasts of around 6 minutes, with a loss of about 
85% CGA, a good cup quality is still obtained. Overall, monsooned coffee yields a 
better roast, a unique neutral, fully developed, balanced ‘mellow” flavour and 
smoother cup. This is in divergence from the higher CGA and caffeic acid content in 
un-roasted monsooned coffees. This implies that maturity of coffee beans, higher 
content of CGA and the method of processing of coffee impact on roast and beverage 
quality.
The acidity of coffee brew is an important sensory attribute in determining 
desirable coffee quality since it contributes the characteristic coffee flavour. The 
optimum beverage acidity corresponding to pH 4.9 to 5.1 is ideal for fine cup quality. 
In green coffee beans body/strength, flavour retention and acidity for the beverage are 
contributed by chlorogenic acid content, besides other major acids such as citric, 
malic, quinic, non aromatic and aromatic acids. This can be seen in the example of the 
comparison of degradation rate of CGA content between Robusta coffee and Arabica. 
The higher CGA content retention in the case of roasted Robusta tends to yield a 
stronger body/strength to the brew.
The present study of chlorogenic acids and caffeine on various processed 
green and roasted Arabica and Robusta shows particularly that synergistic effects of 
CQA, FQA and caffeic acids may contribute to the roast and beverage quality, in 
respect of beverage colour, acidity, flavour and body /strength to the cup. This finding 
supports the views of Clifford (1985 b), Ohiokephai et al. ,(1982), Trugo (1984), Illy 
and Viani (1995) and also confirms that degradation of chlorogenic. acids during 
roasting can be used as an index of degree of roasts. The kinetic study on degradation 
chlorogenic acid in Indian Arabica and Robusta coffees of various processed coffees 
during roasting process that all sub groups of CGAs are not degrading at the
same rate.
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6.1 Proposal for future work
1 Fractionation and isolation of different isomers of chlorogenic acids with special 
reference to 5-FQA, 3,4-di-CQA, 3,5-di-CQA, 4,5-di-CQA, CFQA + FCQA, caffeoyl 
tryptophan and to study the individual behaviour of the said isomers at various degree 
of temperature by using HPLC method and further kinetic study.
2. Fractionation, isolation and identification of Angola II peak compound which is 
eluted in between 3,4- and 3,5-di-CQA in Angolan Robusta, and also another 
unidentified peak compound which appears after caffeoyl tryptophan in Robusta 
green coffee.
3. Quantification of actual chlorogenic acids and caffeine contents in the aqueous 
brew at different degree of roasted Indian Arabica and Robusta coffees.
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